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ABSTRACT
A Comparison of Two Self- Conception Disparity Methods
as Operationalized Within an Adolescent Population
by
Diane Marie Stuart, Master of Science
Utah State Univer s ity, 1990
Major Profe ssor: Dr . D. Kim Openshaw
Department : Family and Human Development
It is posited that self-conception disparity is the amount of
difference between an individual's ideal self-conception and his or her
real

self-conception.

Such a postulation arises directly from the

literature wherein the self- concept is conceptualized as a multitude of
self-conception s an individual has .

During the evaluative pha se (i.e.,

the comparison of the ideal self-conception against the real
conception), an image (self-image) of one's self is evoked.

self-

This self-

image is associated with an affective response referred to as selfesteem .
Two methods of computing self-conception disparity are compared and
contrasted:

(a) the often - used Subtraction-Absolute Value Method and (b)

a ratio method based on the work of James (IB90) conceptual izing selfesteem as the quotient of one's successes to his or her pretensions .
Results of the study indicate that the two methods share only a
minimal amount of common variance, thus suggesting that they are either

viii
not measuri ng what they purport or that they may be account i ng for
different phenomena relative to self-esteem. In comparing the two methods
for their abil ity to predict common external variables that have been
correlated with self-esteem, the results indicate that the Ratio Method
accounts

for a greater proportion of the variance than does the

Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula.
While more research is certainly needed to ferret out the question
regarding which method of calculating self-conception disparity is of
greatest utility , the results of this study suggest that the Ratio Method
appears to lend itself more accurately to conceptualizing the nature of
self-conception disparity.
(1l4 pages)

INTRODUCTION
Self-concept, a hypothetical construct inferred from behavior, has
been the subject of query from the earliest recorded history (Blumer,
1969; Openshaw,

1978).

Since James (1890) incorporated feel ings and

attitudes and a principle of causality in our view of the self, theorists
have established and elucidated their own individual epistemological
frameworks.

Cooley (1902) built upon James' "discriminated aspects" of

the "I" and the "me," highlighting the social self (our "looking glass"
self), which is our perceptions of what others think of us and how we're
affected by those perceptions.

Mead (1934) elaborated on this theme by

stating that by taking on the role of the "generalized other," we appear
as social objects; that is, we become aware of ourselves by the way people
react to us as a social object.
(1936)

Broadening the theorists' view, Lewin

asserted that the self-concept is represented by a 1ife-span

perspective--the individual's conceptions of one's personal experience of
goals, evaluations, ideas, perceptions of significant objects, and future
plans.
How we conceive ourselves in toto (i.e., the self or self-concept),
then, is comprised of the perceptions of the multitude of self-conceptions
pertinent to the situation and stage of the life cycle (Openshaw &Thomas,
1986).

Self-conceptions do not exist in isolation but are continually

influenced

by significant others.

Through

the

course

of social

interact i on we become aware of these self-concept ions, evaluate thei r
relative congruity, derive a personal

image thereof,

affective response to the image subjectively created.

and evoke an

Consequently, we

are continuously organizing the many self-conceptions into an individual,
structural configuration (i .e., self-image) that helps us to understand
ou r selve s in the variety of contexts within which we are interactants.
A Model of Self-Esteem
The Self and Self-Concept
Although the terms "self" and "self-concept" are widely used today,
there certainly are no general

agreements

regarding the essential

characteristics of its conceptualization; i.e . , antecedents, development,
or consequences . For the most part , however, social scientists agree that
the self arises and is maintained through social interaction (Open shaw &
·fhomas,

i986).

As an

individual

encounters others,

a process of

interaction between the self as actor (the "I") and the self as reactor
(the "me") develops; that is, the relations between persons, or the
interpersonal,

are

necessary

for

intrapersonal

development.

The

intrapersonal development of the self-concept is based upon that whi ch i s
known and evolves duri ng the course of i nterpersona 1 re 1at ion s .

The

"known" is commonly referred to in symbolic interaction literature
(Blumer, 1969; Manis & Meltzer, 1978) as the social object or the "me."
As

one

reflects

upon

the

interactive

process

underlying

the

development and maintenance of the self-concept, it becomes apparent that
an important element of self-concept knowledge is that of the evaluation
of the self-concept components (i .e., self-conceptions) that ultimately
precede self-esteem .

It is suggested (Openshaw & Thomas, 1986) that the

self or self-concept is comprised of many self-conceptions that may covary
across time according to one's placement within the context of the life
cycle, relative importance of significant others, personal circumstances,
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etc.

For convenience, however, throughout this paper, reference to this

multitude of self-conceptions is made with the generic term "selfconception."

Thus, the reader is advised that when the author refers to

self-conception, two ideas must be kept in mind:

either that one self-

conception may indeed be being referred to or that the term implies many
self-conceptions.
Extant research (e.g., Openshaw & Thomas, 1986) suggests that selfconceptions are real or ideal in nature.

Real self-conceptions refer to

those self-conceptions that are based in perceived reality at any given
po i nt in time, whereas idea 1 self-concept ions are those concept ions of the
self an individual accepts for himself or herself as a standard he or she
desires.

These self-conceptions may be noted in many areas such as

personal attributes, social identities, life circumstances, etc.
Self-Conception Disparity
Respect, successes, i nterpretat i on of experi ences, and response to
devaluation within a social

context mediate the variety of self-

conceptions incorporated to form the self-concept at any given time during
the 1ife cycle (Coopersmith, 1981).

As such, it is logical to conclude

that the self-conceptions may be continually undergoing an evaluative
process comparing one's ideal position with that of their current reality.
This comparative process results in a continuous outcome ranging along
two dichotomous dimensions focusing on disparity. The first suggests that
the real self-concept i on and the ideal self-concept i on are essent i ally
congruent, thus resulting in little or no disparity. The second indicates
that disparity is noted because the real and ideal self-conceptions are
incongruent.

4

Self-Image
As a consequence of the evaluation of the real self-conception with
the i deal self-concept i on, an i ndi vi dua 1 becomes aware of hi s or her
i mmed i ate 1 ife status.

It is suggested that the se If- image is 1ike a

vision of one's degree of potential that becomes incorporated into daily
behavior.

As such, the se If-i mage becomes the underl yi ng source of

psychological motivation due to its unique relationship to self-esteem .
Self-Esteem
During the course of interaction, meanings relative to the comparison
of our rea 1 self-concept i on wi th our i deal self-concept ion evolve and
become assoc i ated wi th the se If-i mages deri ved (see Leahy, 1985 and
Werner, 1948).
laden.

These meanings are subjective in nature and affectively

The affect associated with the meaning of the self-image is

referred to as self-esteem.

Thus, self-esteem is the affective response

that is associated with the self-image derived from the evaluative
comparison of the real vs . ideal self-conception.
Self-Conception Disparity:

Two Theoretical Positions

At least two theoretical positions have addressed the issue of selfconception disparity.
while

An examination of these two theories suggests that

methodologically

similar,

the

theoretical

postures

on

the

relationship between self-conception disparity and self-esteem appear to
be diametrically opposed.

The first theoretical position, posited by

Rogers and Dymond (1954), suggests that disparity can be correlated with
the degree of exhibited psychopathology in an individual.
frame of reference,

Within this

it is i nd i cated that the 1arger the percei ved

disparity between the real and the ideal self-conception, the lower the
self-esteem and,

consequentially,

the greater

the

likelihood

that

dysfunction , abnormal ity, and/or psychopathology will be noted (e .g.,
Rogers, 1951). Alternately, the antithesis of these theorists states that
psychoemotionally healthy individuals are those who perceive that their
rea 1 self-concept i on is very close to what thei r ideal self-concept i on
could be (see also Butler

&

Haigh, 1954).

Thus, the smaller the self-

conception disparity, the more positive the self-esteem and the greater
the likelihood of emotional well being.
The second frame of reference comes initially from the work of
Achenbach and Zigler (1963; see also Katz & Zigler, 1967, or Zigler,
aalla, &Watson, 1972), who posit a cognitive-developmental point of view
when interpreting self-conception disparity data. These theorists contend
that self-conception disparity is positively related to self-esteem and,
therefore, emotional well being.

It is suggested that a psychoemotionally

healthy individual is one who demonstrates a large disparity between the
real self-conception and that of the ideal self-conception. The rationale
behind such thinking is that this disparity, rather than fostering a sense
of hopelessness, actually acts as a form of motivation in encouraging an
individual to stretch forth to meet one's potential.
The above-described relationship is mediated by such variables as an
individual's (a) cognitive capacity to clearly differentiate rational and
irrational

standards,

i nterna 1i ze,

expectations,

accommodate,

and

etc.;

ass i mi 1ate

(b)

ability

soc i a1

to

norms;

flexibly
and

(c)

understanding of cognitive distortions that violate a sense of selfesteem (e .g.,

shame, guilt, embarrassment, etc.).

influences are directly related to age (Katz

&

These mediating

Zigler, 1967), intelligence
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(Zigler et al., 1972), as well as with social competence (Achenbach &
Zigler, 1963) .

Additional existing research points to the importance of

experi ential or social learning factors such as life histories (Zigler et
al., 1972) , the abil ity to take on roles (Leahy & Huard, 1976), and a
desire to emit socially valued behaviors (Katz, Zigler, & Zalk, 1975) in
the process of reconciling self-conception disparity towards a positive
self- esteem .

Finally , it must be noted that outcome is also dependent

upon the effects of such interaction variables as socioeconomic statu s ,
ethni city, and gender (Phill i ps & Zigler , 1980) .
In conclusion, extant re search suggests that self-esteem is related
to the degree of self-conception disparity derived from the evaluation
that takes place between the real self-concept i on and the ideal se Ifconception.

However, there are at least two differing theoretical

position s regarding the relationship between self-conception disparity and
psychoemotional outcome.
Statement of the Problem
Two diametrically opposed theoretical positions have been postulated
and supported either empirically or clinically .

The confusion is noted

when one recognizes that while both use basically the same methodological
procedures to derive the measure of self-conception disparity,

the

relationship of the calculated measure of self-conception disparity to
self-esteem is radically different .

While such a discrepancy appears to

exist between two arguments that seem to be both theoretically as well as
either clinically or empirically valid, one must wonder if the two
positions have ever been integrated.

A purview of self-esteem literature

leads one to believe that, indeed, the two positions have been (at least

theoretically) integrated, though no evidence exists as to empirical or
clinical validation.

This notion is based on the work of James (1890),

wherein he conceptual ize s self-esteem as the quotient of one's successes
to his or her pretensions.
James

A close examination of the ratio set forth by

would lead one to

the

impression that

both

interpretations

previously presented regarding self-conception disparity and se lf-e steem
can be uniquely represented through the implementation of a ratio method,
as opposed to a subtraction-absolute value method, in calculating selfconception disparity.

It

is suggested that the Ratio Method permits those

with 1arge self-concept ion disparity but without suffi ci ent cogn it i ve
deve 1opment to reconc i 1e the differences to fall at one ext reme (i. e. ,
self-derogatioll and psychoelnotiollal pathology) and those with all adequate
level of cognitive development to fall at the other (i .e., positive selfesteem and psychoemotional well being) .

While this is beyond the scope

of the present research, it is the intent of this research to begin such
a process by (a) empirically operationalizing the James ratio and (b)
val idating whether or not the Ratio Method allows for a more accurate
method of calculating self-conception disparity .
Definition of Terms
The author suggests that the reader refer to Figure 1 to aid in the
understanding of the following terms.
Self or Self-Concept
The basic feelings and knowledge that an individual has about who he
or she is, subdivided into two basic divisions of the

"j"

and the "me ."

The former denotes the individual as an actor (subject) and the latter as

/
Self ---->

Percept i on of real self-conception s

Self-conceptions

1

Di sparity --- ->

Self-image ---->

(James, 1890)

(Cooley, 1902)

(Mead, 1934)

(Mead, 1934)

(Turner, 1968)

(Gecas, 1982)

(Openshaw & Thomas, 1986)

(Openshaw &Thomas, 1986)

\

(-

+)

Self-esteem

(-

+)

Percept i on of ideal self-concept ions

Figure 1.

A model of self-esteem.

ex>
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a social person (object), with the "me" or social object of the self also
r eferred to as the self-concept, which, in turn, is subdivided into selfcon ceptions (Openshaw & Thomas, 1986) .
Self- Conceptions
Perceptions an individual has about himself or herself in terms of
who he or she is that may refer to either personal attri butes and / or
soc i ali dent it i es .

Personal attri butes refer to those phys i ca 1 (tall,

short), intellectual (intell igent, dumb), emotional (happy, sad), social
(outgoing, reserved), and spiritual (values , beliefs) characteristics that
constitute

the

individual .

Social

identities

include

ascribed

(adole scent, American) and achieved (leader, scholar) statuses adopted by
the individual (Openshaw & Thomas, 1986) .
Positive or Real Self-Conception
The individual's perception of what she or he "really" is, his or her
"commit ted" self-concept i on (Rosenberg , 1979; Turner, 1968).
would be :

An example

"I am an attractive person . "

Negative-Real Self-Conception
The individual's perception of a negative self-conception that she
or he "really" is.

For example, "I am an unattractive person . "

Ideal Self-Conception
The individual's perception of a self-conception that is likely to
be attained, touched by experience (Turner, 1968).

"I wish I were more

attractive than I am" is an example of an ideal self-conception.

10

Self-Conception Disparity
The continual evaluative process between the real and the ideal selfconception results in a measure of congruence between the two referred to
as di sparity.

The greater the congruence, the 1ess the di sparity, and

vice versa.
Self-Image
As a consequence of the evaluation of the real self-conception with
the ideal self-conception, an individual becomes aware of his or her
immediate 1 ife status.

It is suggested that the self-image is 1ike a

vision of one's degree of potential that becomes incorporated into daily
behavior.

As such, the sel f-image becomes the underlying source of

psychological motivation due to its unique relationship to self-esteem .
Sel f-Esteem
An individual's feel ing of relative approval or disapproval regarding
spec ifi c personal attri butes, capac it i es, or i dent it i es.

Self-esteem

evolves through the internal evaluative process in which the individual
compares the real with the ideal; i.e., self-esteem is the individual's
amount of value, or esteem, placed on the self-image.

Self-esteem is a

multidimensional, rather than a unidimensional, construct. Two dimensions
of self-esteem studied recently are self-esteem worth and power (Openshaw,
1978; Openshaw & Thomas,

1986; Openshaw, Thomas,

Openshaw, Thomas, & Roll ins, 1983).

&

Rollins,

1981;
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Self-Conception Disparity and its Relationship
to Self-Esteem
Gecas (1982) refers to the multidimensionality of the self- concept,
elucidating the notion of self-conceptions.

He notes the relationship

between the evaluative process an individual implements (cognitively and,
for the most part, imperceptibly) that results in an affective response
referred to as self-esteem .

These feel ings of self-esteem range from

self-derogation at one extreme to that of positive self-esteem at the
other (Openshaw et al . , 1981).

It is the contention of this author that

this affectively laden response is closely tied to the immediate image
(self-image) evoked as a consequence of the evaluation of the real vs . the
ideal self-conception (refer to Figure 1) (Turner, 1968).
Conceptualizing Self-Conception
Disparity : An Issue of
Methodology
Extant theory of self-concept i on di spari ty has i ncreas i ngly 1ent
itself to empirical val idation.

In the area of self-conception disparity,

two methods have been employed to examine the relationship between selfconception disparity and self-esteem.

While the data were collected in

di fferent ways, the method of deriving the measure of sel f-conception
disparity basically remained the same; that is, both use a subtractionabsolute value method.

This method involves taking the absolute value of

the remainder when the ideal self-conception response is subtracted from
the real self-conception response .

12

Rogers and Dymond (1954) advanced the first interpretation of selfconcept i on disparity.

The method employed to deri ve thei r measure of

self-conception disparity is principally based on clinical observation and
has only limited empirical validation.

Research that has been conducted

uses a Q-sort technique, then derives the measure through a subtractionabsolute value procedure.

Based on their data, they conclude that a large

self-conception disparity is a general indicator of maladjustment , mental
illness, or psychopathology.

These data are supported by other research

that indicates that self-conception disparity is correlated with mental
illness (Block & Thomas, 1955; Hillson & Worchel, 1957; Scott, 1958) .
In 1963 Achenbach and Zigler challenged the Rogers and Dymond thesis,
proposing an alternate interpretation based on a cognitive-developmental
framework.

This second

interpretation states that self-conception

disparity is a neces sary condit i on of pos it i ve soc i a1 competence and
adjustment; in fact, they indicate that the greater the self-conception
disparity the better the overall psychoemotional well being. The specific
method of deriving self-conception disparity was to gather the data with
a Likert scale instrument and then calculate the amount of selfconception disparity through the Subtraction-Absolute Value Method.
With such diverse interpretations of self-conception disparity, the
question that is raised is whether or not the two positions have ever been
integrated,

conceptually or empirically .

A review of self-esteem

literature leads one to believe that, indeed, the two positions have been
(at least theoretically) integrated, though no evidence exists as to
empirical or cl inical val idation.

This notion is based on the work of

James (1890), wherein he conceptualizes self-esteem as:

13

Self-esteem

This

formula

is

interpreted

to

Success
Pretensions
be

the

ratio

of

one's

actual

accomplishments to one's supposed potentialities. Others (Allport, 1968;
Openshaw &Thomas, 1986; Rosenberg, 1979; Turner, 1968) have expressed the
same fundamental conviction, conceptualizing self-esteem as a consistent
effort derived from an evaluation of the real self-conception vs. the
i deal self-concept i on.
Elaborating upon his formula, James (1890) proposed that the quotient
of the ratio fraction (Success by Pretensions) can be increased by (1)
decreas i ng (di mi nish i ng) the den ami nator (the ideal self-concept i on) and
by (2) increasing the numerator (the real self-conception); that is, as
accompl ishments are achieved over time, goals are put into perspective
and, therefore, into the individual's reality. Self-esteem, according to
James, then, becomes more pas it i ve as the real i ty factor becomes more
positive than the ideal factor.
It is with this mode of thinking that Rogers and Dymond (1954) have
al igned themselves, describing the healthy individual as one with the
smaller disparity, one with a more positive self-conception in relation
to a less positive ideal self-conception.

As an individual perceives who

one is and that he or she should not be more than he or she is (little or
no di sparity), the individual has accepted himself or herself (egosynton i c),

is in agreement with hi mse lf or herself and, therefore,

according to Rogers, is healthy.
more."

For example, "I am and I should not be

Conversely, the greater the disparity the more negative the real

self-conceptions and the more positive the ideal self-conceptions.

It is

this dissonance, according to Rogers, that covaries with pathology (ego-
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dys tonic) ; that is, it is propo sed that there is dissonance when the real
i s negative, "I am not," and the ideal i s po s itive, "I should be more . "
Vi ewing the cognit i ve-developmental re search of Zigler and associate s
th ro ugh Jame s ' formula , perceptions of the ideal are mea sured as they
appear to the individual in relation to his or her perceptions of the
real ; that is, as the real self-conceptions increase, the corresponding
ideal self- conceptions increase . Thi s implies that agreement with a real
self- conception statement ("I am") and agreement with a corresponding
ideal self-conception statement ("I should be more") denotes greate r
differ entiations in cognitions , resulting in disharmony (ego-dys tonic) .
Thi s di ss onance, according to Zigler et al. (1972), is the re sult of the
more

highly

developed

person

utilizing

more

categorie s and

fin er

distinctions within each category, increasing "the probabil ity of a
greater disparity between any two complex judgments" (p. 82).

It would

follow, then, that an individual who disagrees with the real ("I am not")
while agreeing with the ideal ("I should be more") would result with a
small di sparity (ego-dystonic), with the smallest disparity individual
being one who disagrees with the real and disagrees with the ideal (egosyntonic), "I am not and I should not be more."
When comparing these two alternate methods of evaluation, it becomes
apparent that the Rogerian view reveals disparity (and dysfunction) when
there is more disagreement with the real self-conception; for example, "I
disagree that I am happy , " or "I am not happy . " On the other hand , those
in agreement with Zigler find that the more the individual agrees with the
real ("I am") and the ideal ("I should be more"), the larger the disparity
and the greater the adju stment , maturity, etc .

Di sparity, for the

cognitive developmentalists, therefore, opposes the Rogerian paradigm as
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it seems to expand depending on the harmonious relationship of the ideal
to the real; that is, disparity is contingent upon an agreement with the
real self-conception (for example, 'I agree that 1 am happy'), rather than
cont i ngent upon a disagreement with the real (' 1 di sagree that 1 am
happy').

One needs to be happy, for example, before he or she can be

happier.

For both, there is disparity only when the individual agrees

that he or she should be more than he or she is.
The Subtraction-Absolute Value Method Versus
the Ratio Method
Prior analytic methodology has been by way of three modes of
calculating self-conception disparity.

First, a disparity score was

calculated by counting the number of times a response to the real
statement was different from the response to the corresponding ideal
statement (Achenbach & Zigler, 1963; Leahy & Huard, 1976).

For example,

if an individual stated agreement to the real statement 'I am happy' and
then disagreement to the ideal
difference was counted.

statement 'I should be happier,' a

The second cal cu1 at i on computed the absolute

value of the difference between the real and ideal scores (e.g . , de Man,
1982; Katz & Zigler , 1967; Leahy & Huard, 1976; Phillips & Zigler, 1980 ;
Zigler et a1., 1972); that is, the ideal score was subtracted from the
real score and the remainder was reported as an absolute value.

Thirdly,

a measure of congruence was calculated by correlating the real response
with the ideal response (Butler &Haigh, 1954; Jorgensen &Howell, 1969) .
The method most commonly used is the Absolute Value Subtract ion
Method (hereafter known as the Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula or
Method) which breaks the restrictions and qual ifications of numerical
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signs . This method is utilized frequently because it is not the direction
that is important but the amount of disparity (Wylie, 1974, quoting
Hillson & Worchel, 1957); that is, a positive discrepancy has the same
implications as a negative discrepancy.

Utilizing Hillson and Worchel's

(1957) Self-Activity Inventory or Leary's (1957)

ICL,

a real

self-

conception minus ideal self-conception disparity score is obtained on each
of the numerous trait scales and then summed across to generate a total
real-ideal discrepancy score (Wylie, 1974).
Based upon the work of James (1890) wherein he conceptualizes selfesteem as the quotient of one's successes to his or her pretensions, it
is suggested that a similar calculation of real self-conceptions divided
by ideal self-conceptions be empirically operationalized.
It is the intent of this study, therefore, to (a) empirically
operationalize the James ratio and (b) validate whether or not the Ratio
Method allows for a more accurate method of calculating self-conception
di sparity.
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METHOD

Data for this study were obtained from an extant data set collected
in 1988 by Dr. D. Kim Openshaw, Utah State University .

Un i vers ity

Institutional Review Board clearance was obtained prior to the data
collec tion.

Participants in this study were drawn from a population of

both males and females, ages 10 through 18, from schools in the Cache,
Logan, and Granite, Utah School Districts and the Preston , Idaho, School
District.

Unmarried or never-been-married University students, ages 18

through 22, also both male and female, also participated on a voluntary
basis through a random selection of Utah State University general
education classes.
Self-Report Procedures
Pas it i ve-rea 1

self-concept i on

statements,

neg at i ve-rea 1

se If-

conception statements, and ideal self-conception statements were randomly
ordered into an eye-easy, green-colored booklet, 8-1/2" by 5-1 / 2",
identified as the Student Questionnaire (Appendix A) .
responded to a five-point Likert-type scale:

Participants

I=Strongly Agree, 2=Agree,

3=Undecided, 4=Disagree, and 5=Strongly Disagree.

An identification

number was assigned after the student had completed the questionnaire.
An outside white cover sheet was attached entitled "Questionnaire for
Parents / Guardians of Participating Students," that was filled out by the
parents or guardians of the participating student or by the student
himself / herself if over age 18 .

Demographic variables were gathered on
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this cover sheet , such as descriptive family indices (family size, ma rita l
stat us of parent[s], and socioeconomic status) and an index of school
ac hievement (reported grade point average).

Parents were requested to

permit their adolescent to answer the inventory questions according to hi s
or her own perception .

In the school districts where permission from the

superintendent (or responsible official) and from the principals of the
respec t i ve j un i or high, mi ddl e, and high schools was obta i ned, a random
sample of available classes was selected . The teachers of the designated
classes were approached for permis sion to visit their class for 10-15
minutes on a mutually agreeable date.

Teachers were asked to si gn a

l etter of informed consent allowing their students to parti cipate in the
project, should the students choose to do so (Appendi x B) .
A bri ef vis it was made to each selected class to present a short
description of (a) the purpose of the project, (b) an individual' s right s
as a subject should one choose to participate , and (c) the ri sks and
benefit s of participation. Students were given a written informed consent
statement giving a brief definition of se lf-e steem, the purpo se of th is
study, and procedures .

Additionally, students were informed that there

was no right or wrong answer. The completed questionnaires were retrieved
from the participating students the following day, separate from the
signed consent forms collected at the same time.

From these classes a

total sample of 1,011 junior high, middle , high school , and/or University
students wa s obtained.
Mea sures of Di sparity
If it can be assumed that the self-concept is one of the principal
dynamics in human behavior (what we "know" about ourselves moves us to
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behave as we do), then an i nterst i t i a1 theory for anal ys i s of the se 1fconcep t is perception (La Benne

&

Green, 1969).

Experienced directly,

perceptio n allows the individual to choose what he or she will attend to ,
moderated

by

conceptions.

past

experiences,

present

needs,

and

current

self-

Wylie (1974) states that the self-ideal discrepancy is a

phenomenal discrepancy in that the reality of phenomena lies solely in the
way they are perceived by the individual .

Both "points" (the real self

and the ideal self), by definition , are in the phenomenal field of the
individual and, thu s, the discrepancy or di spar i ty is exper ienced directly
also (Wyl ie , 1974) .
De spite

the

weaknes ses

involving

a

self-report

response

of

perceptions (e.g ., social bias or "perceptual defenses"), this method
seems to be appropriate for this type of construct (see Wylie, 1974, for
a review) and, in fact, may be considered the "only" way to reach the
disparity phenomena . The additional suggestion made by Wylie (1974) that
the individual re port his or her perception of the disparity amount
appears valid but beyond the scope of this investigation .
In harmony with previous research focusing on the disparity between
the real se If-concept ions and the ideal self-concept ions (for example,
Katz & Zigler , 1967 and Phillips & Zigler, 1980), this study utilized a
specifically devised idiosyncratic questionnaire.

The rationale for

choosing item content within eight areas were considered to be constructsalient for the adolescent. These eight areas were grouped into subscales
in the following manner : mood, 4 items; self-confidence, 4 items ; selfco ntrol, 2 items ; security, 3 items ; personal, 2 items ; peers , 4 items ;
parents, 3 items; and life philosophy, 1 item; for a total of 23 items.
Subjects were asked to respond to the following concepts in each of the
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(a) Me as I really am (positive-real); (b) Me

above-stated eight areas :

as I really am not (negative-real); and (c) Me as I should be (ideal).
Each of these 23 items was randomized throug hout the questionnaire.
Additional Instruments
Items from six separate construct-related measures were additionally
randomized throughout the self-report questionnaire.

They were :

(1) the

Rosenberg Self- Esteem Scale, with a coefficient of reproducibility (Rep.)
of . 92 reported by Rosenberg (1965), used in its entirety; (2) a measure
of 23 self-esteem items specifically devised for this study, hereafter
referred to as the Openshaw Self-Esteem Scale; (3) the Osgood Self-Esteem
Semantic Differential, with a two-factor Cronbach ' s Alpha of . 72 for
s ocial competence and. 74 for social worth (Openshaw, 1978; Open s haw et
al., 1981); (4) a su icide ideation sca l e based on Devrie s' (1966) se lfreport

inventory,

6

items

used;

(5)

the

Beck Depress i on

Inventory,

reporting internal consistency rel iabil ity for the scales of . 86 (Beck,
Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979), all 20 items utilized; and (6) the Revised
UCLA Lonel iness Scale,

with a high internal

consistency (coefficient

Alpha= . 94) reported by the authors (Russell, 1982), all 20 items included .
Analysis
Analysis of the data was carried out through util ization of the
Statistical
Three

Package for Social

separate

disparity .

formulas

Hereafter,

were

Sciences
used

to

(SPSS-X User's Guide ,
operationalize

1988).

self-conception

these are referred to as (1) the Subtraction-

Absolute Valu e Formula, (2) the Positive-Real Ratio Formula, and (3) the
Negative-Real Ratio Formula.

Each of these three formulas was computed

for the total items as well as for each of the eight subsca le s .

For each
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sub scale the formula was applied to each item within that subscale ; the
r esults were then summed .
The Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula was computed by taking the
ab solute value of the remainder when the ideal item score wa s subtracted
from the positive-real item score.

These scores were then summed to

create a subtraction-absolute value total score or subscale score .

The

Positive-Real Ratio Formula was computed by dividing the positive-real
item score by the ideal item score ; the results were then summed .

The

Negative- Real Ratio Formula was computed by dividing the negative-real
item score by the ideal item score, with these results al so summed to
creat e a total or subscale score.

Prior to the division of the negative-

real items, coding was reversed so tnat the positive-real items and the
negative-real items were weighted the same .
Re 1 i abi 1 ity was tested by Cronbach' sAl pha for each of the three
components making up the separate disparity formulas (positive-real,
negative-real, and ideal

items), as well

formulas acro ss each of the eight subscales.
est imates

as for the three computed
Additionally, reliability

(Cronbach' s Al pha) were cal cul ated for the six constructthe Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, the Openshaw Se If-

re 1ated scales:

Esteem Scale, the Osgood Semant i c Di fferent i a1 Self-Esteem Scale, the
Suicide Ideation Scale, the Beck Depression Inventory, and the UCLA
Loneliness Scale .

In order to enhance the reliability estimates of the

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, the Suicide Ideation Scale, and the Beck
Depression Inventory,
dropped,

and

i tems that were lowering the reliability were

reliability

estimates

were

computed

a

second

time .

Specifically, questions 1 and 10 were dropped from the Rosenberg Self-
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Esteem Scale, questions 21 and 75 were dropped from the Suicide Ideation
Scale, and question 11 was dropped from the Beck Depression Inventory.
Pearson correlations were computed to analyze three important factors
relative to the external constructs as well as the two formulas utilized
in the study.

The first correlations, described in the Results section,

were computed to assess the degree of convergence and di scrimi nat ion
across the six construct-related sca l es (i.e . , Rosenberg Self-Esteem
Scale, the Osgood Semantic Differential, Openshaw Self-Esteem Scale, UCLA
Lonel iness, Suicide Ideation Scale, and the Beck Depression Inventory) .
The second examines the rel ationship between the positive-real and the
negative-real di sparity items which were the basic items upon whi ch the
formulas were derived.

Finally, correlations were derived to assess the

degree of association between the Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula and
the Ratio Formula.

This was accompl ished suc h that correlations were

obta i ned for not only the total scores, but for each of the ei ght
subscales as well (i . e . , mood, self-confidence, self-control, sec urity ,
personal , parents, peers, and philosophy) .
Based on the conclusions drawn from the tests of correlation between
the two formulas (they are not mea sur ing the same phenomena), a forcedentry multiple regression was performed across the eight subscales on the
six construct-related instruments.

Meeting the assumption of normality,

an arc sin transformation was not performed.
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RESULTS
Two methods

of conceptualizing

empirically operational ized.

self-conception

disparity were

The first, a subtraction-absolute value

formula, was computed by taking the absolute value of the remainder of the
ideal item subtracted from the positive-real item.

The second method, a

ratio formula , derived a proportion by using the real

item as the

numerator (i.e., positive-real or negative-real item) and the ideal item
as the dividend .

Prior to the division of the negative-real item by the

ideal item, coding was reversed for the negative-real items so there would
be equal we 'jgnt for the pos 'jtive-real items and the negative-real items.
The purpose for using both the positive-real

and the negative- real

calculations is that it was suspected that these are the same mea sure s
and, as such, should be significantly correlated .

Thus, this became an

internal validity check .
Rel iabil ity
Positive-Real. Negative-Real. and
Ideal Items ' Rel iabil ity
Estimates
Rel i abi 1ity estimates for the three components of the compari son
formulas were computed for internal consistency using subject responses.
Table 1 summarizes the internal consistency based on Cronbach's Alphas,
with estimates showing strong support for the reliability of the items
comprising each of the three formula components.
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Table 1
Reliability Estimates (Alpha) for the Three Components of the Comparison
Formulas

Components

Alpha

Number of items used

Pos it i ve-rea 1 items

.8667

23

Negative-real items

. 8775

23

Ideal items

. 9103

23

Subscale Reliability Estlmates
Table 2 summarizes the reliability coefficients computed for internal
consistency of the independent variables.

These variables consist of the

eight subscales against which the two methods used in this study to derive
se If-concept i on disparity were compared and contrasted.

I n that the

eighth subsea 1e, phi 1osophy, was compri sed of only one item, it was not
included in the reliability computations .

The data indicate that across

the comparison of the Subtraction-Absolute Value versus the Positive-Real
Ratio Method, six of the seven reliability estimates were greater for the
Ratio Method.

Examining the peer subscale,

it is noted that the

difference between the reliabilities is minimal.
In comparing the Subtraction-Absolute Value to the Negative-Real
Ratio Method across the seven subscales , it was determined that all seven
of the reliability estimates for the Ratio Method were greater .

Table 2
Reliability Estimate s (Alpha) for the Eight Subsc al es

Independent variabl e

Subtraction-Absolute
Value

Pos i t i ve- Rea 1
Rati o

Negat i ve-Rea 1
Ratio

Number of items

Mood

. 4006

.6796

. 6929

4

Self-confidence

. 5938

. 6060

.6117

4

Self-control

.3756

.43 J(l

. 4290

Security

.5198

.5276

. 6111

3

Personal

. 4448

.4480

. 4708

2

Peer

.5388

.5264

. 6275

4

Parents

.6294

. 7377

. 6998

3

Phil osophy
TOTAL ITEMS

(Only one item in sca l e)
23

N

'"
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Const ruct-Related Scales'
Reliability Estimates
Rel iabil ity estimates for six instruments purporting to measure
related co nstructs (the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, the Osgood Semantic
Differential [OSD] Self-Esteem Scale, the Openshaw Self-Esteem Scale, the
Suicide Ideation Scale, the UCLA Loneliness Scale, and the Beck Depression
Inventory) were computed for internal consistency.
To enhance the reliability of the scales, items that (in the first
analysis) were not contributing to the reliability estimate were dropped.
A second reliability analysis was calculated on three of the six scales
for which items were deleted, that resulted in an increase in the
re liability estimates for various scales. Results are summarized in Table
3.

Table 3
Reliability Estimates (Alpha) for Construct-Related Scales

Alpha

Number of items
included

Number of items
deleted

Openshaw

.8342

23

0

Rosenberg

.8139

8

Osgood

.8212

33

0

UCLA

.8228

20

0

Suicide

.7711

4

2

Beck Depression

.8473

19

Dependent variables
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Val idity
Face Val idity
To address the issue as to whether or not the items for the various
scales used in the study appear to measure what is purported, independent
reviewers were selected to examine and rate the items.

Items rated as

being most closely associated with the identified construct were retained
in the instrument.
Construct Validity
Tab 1e 4 summari zes the zero-order corre 1at ions used to exami ne
convergence and discrimination across the six instruments identified as
construct-related. As noted from the data, all of the instruments except
the UCLA Lonel iness Scale with the Osgood Semantic Differential , the
Sui cide Ideation Scale, and the Beck Depression Scale were strongly
correlated.

Thes e data suggest that the remainder of the scales are

sufficiently correlated to conclude that they measure similar phenomena.
A summarization of the correlations between the subtraction-absolute
value totals and the two ratio totals is found in Table 5.
noted,

It should be

when examining the table and the frequency of significant

correlations, that the sample in the study consisted of 1,011 subjects.
With th is large of a sample, sig nificant correlations are expected even
t ho ug h the correlations are small (e.g., [=-.07, 11.< .01).

Thus, it wa s

decided that for the purpose of this study, significant correlations would
be viewed as .4 or greater.

This is done to reduce the likel i hood that

the significance obtained is an artifact of the sample size or a Type One
error:

a true null hypothesis is rejected and a significant difference

is reported .

Table 4
Zero-Order Correlations Between the Six Construct- Related Variables

Rosenberg
Openshaw
Rosenberg
Osgood
UCLA Loneliness
Suicide Ideation

. 5686

Osgood

UCLA Loneliness

Suicide Ideation

Beck Depression

.6775

.3638

.5723

.6147

.3861

. 4252

. 4438

. 4101

.2517

.4006

. 4297

. 2062

. 2205
. 7847

11.< . 000 .

N

00

Tabl e 5
Zero-Order Correlations Between the Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula Totals and the Positive-Real Rat io
Formula Totals

Hood
Mood
Self-confidence
Security
Se If-contro 1
Persona 1
Peer
Parents
Phil osophy
All 23 items

Selfconfidence

Security

Positive-real ratio
Selfcont ro 1
Persona 1
Peer

Parents

Ph 11 osophy

All 23
items

.0882**
-.2472***
- .1047***
-.3373***
-.0690*
-. 3216***
- . 0737**
- . 4945***
- . 3425***

*1!<. 05 .
**I!<.OI .
' **I!<. OOI .
N

<.0
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An examination of the correlation between the Positive-Real Ratio and
Subtract ion-Ab solute Value Formulas using the total items comprising the
subscal es sugge sts that the two methods are correl ated; however , th e
amou nt of common variance is only 12%.

With this amount of variance and

the previous assumption regarding significance and sample size, it must
be concluded that the two methods are not measuring the same phenomena
(see Table 5).
When items are grouped according to subscale, the correlation between
the Positive-Real Ratio and Subtraction -Absolute Value Formulas confirms
the above conclusion from the total items ' correlation (refer to Table 5).
An examination of the correlation between the Negative-Real Ratio and
Subtraction-Absolute Value Formulas using the total items comprising the
subscales suggests that the two methods are correl ated; however , the
amount of common variance is only 13%.

With this amount of variance and

the previous assumption regarding significance and sample size, it must
be concl uded again that the two methods are not measuring the same
phenomena (see Table 6).
When items are grouped according to subscale, the correlation between
the Positive-Real Ratio and Subtraction-Absolute Value Formulas confirms
the conclusion from the total items' correlation (refer to Table 6).
Inasmuch as there are negative correlations noted in Tables 5 and 6,
it is important to clarify the nature of the correlations .

This

clarification seems critical in that, from the initial inspection, one
would assume that the negative correlations, obtained when examining the
relationship between the Subtraction-Absolute Value and the Ratio Formula,
sugge st

that

the

two measures

are

simply

inverse-related.

This

Table 6
Zero - Order Correlations Between the Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula Totals and the Negative-Real Ratio
Formula Totals
Neaative-real ratio
Mood
Mood
Self-confidence
Securi ty
Self-control
Personal
Peer
Parents
Ph 11 osophy
All 23 items

Sel fconfidence

Security

Sel fcontrol

Personal

Peer

Parents

Ph 11 osophy

All 23
items

. 0019
- . 2589***
-.2262***
- . 3918***
- .1253***
-. 3002***
- .1214***
.3838***
- . 3519***

*1!< .05 .
**1!<. 01.
***I!<. OOI.
w
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relationship is based on several factors, however, and is therefore more
complex .

Three possible explanations follow .

The first explanation is based on the calculation of the selfconception disparity scores for the two formulas .

Subjects responded to

the statements by circling a 1, meaning that they strongly agreed, 2 if
they agreed, 3 if they were undecided, 4 if they disagreed, and 5 if they
strongly disagreed.

In

so doing,

if a respondent

circled

a 4

(disagreement) for a real statement and a 1 (strongly agreed) for an ideal
statement , thei r score, if computed by the Subtract i on-Abso 1ute Value
Formula (4-1) , would be 3.

If the disparity score was calculated us ing

the Ratio Formula (4 / 1), the score would be 4.

On the other hand, if the

re spondent strongly agreed with the real statement (1) and disagreed with
the ideal statement (4), the value derived from the Subtraction-Absolute
Value Formula (1-4) would be 3; whereas the disparity score calculated by
the Ratio Formula 0 / 4) would be .25 .

This procedure is continued for

each of the possible variations and presented for the reader's interest
in Appendix C.

The range of possibilities for the variou s combinations

using the Subtraction-Absolute Value and the Ratio Method are then plotted
and appear in Figure 2. An examination of this figure makes it clear that
when there is agreement with the ideal (e. g., "I am and I shoul d be
more"), there is a positive correlation between the Subtraction-Absolute
Value and the Ratio Formula .

However, when there is a disagreement with

the ideal (e . g., "I am and I should not be more"), the correlation is
negative .

Thus, in that the correlation in our data is negative, this

indicates that the latter is the case in this data set .
The second explanation for the negative correlation is then examined
using the frequency data on the responses obtained from the subjects .

In
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Appendix D, the frequency data for the Ratio Formula scores showing the
highest and lowest cumulative percent for disagreeing with the ideal
statement is depicted.
su bscale statement),

Across the 23 items, in all but one case (a mood
a greater proportion of subjects responded by

disagree i ng with the ideal statement.
The final explanation is more theoretical than empirical.

It is

suggested that because this is a sample of "normal" adolescents, the
results may be more likely explained from a cognitive developmental
perspective than a psychopathological one.

In that the subjects were

combined

did

in

the

analysis,

the

analysis

not

permit

for

the

discrim ination necessary to ferret out the differences in cognitive
development.

By this it i s meant that most of the sample would be in the

i nitial phases of formal operations and, therefore, would possibly not be
sufficiently advanced so as to permit the necessary abstraction for
creating an ideal self-conception against which to compare their real
se lf-conception .

To them, then, the ideal and the real may be virtually

one in the same .

Further research is nece sssary to examine this

interesting finding.
In sum, the negative direction of the correlation between the two
formulas indicates that more subjects in this study disagreed, rather than
agreed, with the ideal statement .
Analysis of the relationship between the Positive-Real and the
Negative-Real Ratio item as a test of congruence suggests that the two
are significantly correlated (r=.9293) and, therefore, the conclusion can
be drawn that they are measuring the same phenomena.
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Criterion-Re lated Validit y Co ncu rrent Validit y
Inasmuch as the data from the co nstruct validity analysis suggest
that the two methods are not related, a question arises relative to the
association of these two methods to external variables theoretically
linked to hypotheses associated with self-conception disparity (Achenbach
& Zigler, 1963; Rogers & Dymo nd, 1954).

Information presented in Tables 7-12 sugge sts that th e results
obtained from regressing the eight sub sc ale s on each of the constructrelated var iables are sim ilar ; that is, both the Po s itive-Rea l and the
Negat i ve-Rea 1 Rat i 0 Formul as account for a greater proport i on of the
varia nce across the se subscales than do es the Subtraction-Absolute Value
Formula.

Although the construction of a ratio score often l eads to

deviations from the assumption of normality , this was not the case with
these data .

Therefore, the traditional arc sin transformation wa s not

performed.
Content Val idity
In tha t the data suggest that the two methods are measuring different

phenomena relative to sel f- co nc eption disparity with minimal

common

variance, the question whi ch arises is which of the two methods, the
Subtraction-Absolute Value or the Ratio Method, most closely approximates
the assumed line of normality.
based

on

the

The line of normality is the line that is

ass umption s of normality

relevant

to

hypot hetic al goodness of fit (see Figure s 2 through 7).

the

projected

Thu s, it i s

possible to determine how far the residuals deviate from no rma l cy.
greater the devi at i on, the 1ess the goodness of fit .

The

The f i ndings

indicated that across all eight of the subsc ales , the Po s itive-Re al and
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Table 7
Regression of the Eight Selected Subscales on the Open shaw Se lf- Esteem
Scale Based on Each of the Three Di sparity Formulas

Subtraction-Absolute Value
Beta
T
Significant T
Philosophy

-.261433

- 8.453

. 0000

Parents

- .139138

-4 .2 53

. 0000

Peers

- . 116524

- 3. 492

. 0005

Sel f-confidence

-.094381

- 2. 384

. 0173

Sel f-control

- . 077510

-2.324

. 0203

Persona 1

-.073544

- 2. 352

.0188

.059632

1. 785

.0745

-. 039400

- 1. 063

. 2883

Mood
Security

Beta

R square

.29936

R square

. 69693

Po s itive-Real Ratio
Significant T
T

Mood

.274173

10 . 967

. 0000

Self-confidence

. 197917

7.291

.0000

Security

.150308

5. 945

. 0000

Parents

.137356

6. 831

. 0000

Peers

. 126020

5.972

. 0000

Philosophy

. 103044

5. 128

. 0000

Sel f-control

. 099894

4. 438

.0000

Personal

. 055301

2.592

. 0097
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Beta

Negative-Real Ratio
Significant T
T

Mood

. 281013

9.573

Self-confidence

. 225973

6.943

. 0000

Parent s

. 186344

8 . 201

. 0000

Philosophy

. 117120

5.099

. 0000

Peers

. 080936

3. 217

.0013

Personal

. 076255

3.142

. 0017

Security

.065946

2. 180

. 0295

Self-control

.013576

. 534

.5933

. 0000

R square

. 61386
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Table 8
Regre ssion of the Ei ght Selected Subscales on the Rosenberg Self-E st eem
Sc ale Based on Each of the Three Disparity Formulas

Subtraction-Absolute Value
Beta
T
Significant T
Mood

.245925

4.814

. 0000

Self-confidence

. 150619

2.829

.0049

-.121563

-2.633

.0088

. 091336

1. 927

.0547

- . 032937

- .682

. 4956

Security

. 025622

.508

.6115

Parents

-.019753

- .411

.6809

Self-control

-.013994

- . 286

. 7747

Philosophy
Persona 1
Peers

Beta

R square

. 14595

R square

.33864

Positive-Real Ratio
Significant T
T

Mood

. 230658

4. 465

. 0000

Se 1f-confi dence

. 227584

4. 260

. 0000

Security

.085317

1. 718

. 0865

Philosophy

.070103

1. 657

. 0982

Personal

. 069856

1.569

.1173

Se 1f-contro 1

.052994

1.131

. 2585

Peers

.050503

1.139

. 2554

Parents

. 045934

1.102

.2711
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Beta

Negative-Real Ratio
Significant T
T

Self-confidence

.259163

4.351

. 0000

Mood

. 246611

4. 528

. 0000

Persona 1

.105955

2. 342

.0196

Parents

.093088

2.200

.0283

Philosophy

. 068600

1.560

.1195

- . 030610

- . 635

. 5255

. 029522

.561

. 5754

-.008722

- .186

. 8527

Peers
Security
Self-control

R square

.32350
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Table 9
Regression of the Eight Selected Subscales on the Osgood Semant i c
Differential (OSD) Self-Esteem Scale Ba sed on Each of the Three Di spari ty
Formu la s

Subtraction-Absolute Value
Beta
T
Significant T
Philosophy

- .153837

-4.529

. 0000

Peers

-.121208

-3.308

. 0010

Parents

-.093503

-2 . 603

.0094

Sel f- control

- .092875

-2 . 536

. 0114

Self-confidence

-.090480

-2.081

.0376

Security

-.014964

- . 367

.7133

Mood

. 040130

1.094

. 2742

Persona 1

. 006874

. 200

.8413
R square

Beta

Positive-Real Ratio
Sign ifi cant T
T

Self-confidence

.181214

4.686

. 0000

Peers

.178370

5.933

.0000

Philosophy

.145357

5.078

.0000

Sel f-control

. 124522

3.883

.0001

Mood

. 096048

2.697

.0071

Security

.056207

1. 561

.1190

Personal

.045622

1. 501

. 1338

.15508
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Beta
Parents

Pos it i ve-Rea 1 Ratio
Significant T
T

.035761

1. 248

.2122
R square = .3 8488

Beta

Negat i ve-Rea 1 Rat i 0
Significant T
T

Self-confidence

.213605

4.942

. 0000

Ph i losophy

.149873

4.914

.0000

Mood

.102113

2.619

.0089

Peers

. 094178

2.819

.0049

Parents

.077681

2. 574

.0102

Security

.049670

1.237

.2165

Persona 1

.042700

1.325

.1855

Self-control

.032997

. 978

. 3285
R square

.31898
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Table 10
Regre ss ion of the Eight Selected Subscales on the Beck Depress ion
Inventory Based on Each of the Three Disparity Formulas

Subtraction-Absolute Value
Beta
T
Significant T
-.267078

-7 .670

. 0000

.115142

3.062

. 0023

Parents

-.102015

-2 . 770

.0057

Security

- . 058088

- 1.391

. 1644

.042022

.943

. 3460

Self- control

-. 038597

-1. 028

.3043

Peers

-.026091

- .694

.4876

Persona 1

- .003761

- . 107

.9149

Philo sophy
Mood

Self-confidence

Beta

R square

. 11185

R square

.41769

Pos it i ve-Rea 1 Ratio
Significant T
T

Philosophy

.225730

8.104

.0000

Mood

.219090

6.322

.0000

Parents

.161967

5.811

.0000

Peers

.094080

3. 216

.0013

Persona 1

.071329

2.411

. 0161

Self- confidence

. 064348

1. 710

.0876

Security

.063881

1.823

.0686

Sel f-control

. 027118

.869

.3850
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Beta

Negative-Real Ratio
Significant T
T

Mood

. 238362

7.376

.0000

Peers

. 202385

7. 307

.0000

Parents

.173059

6.918

. 0000

Philosophy

. 149199

5.901

. 0000

Self-confidence

.143309

4.000

.0001

Security

. 060300

1.811

.0704

Personal

.046746

1. 750

.0805

.837

.4031

Se 1f-cont ro 1

- .023403

-

R square

. 53204
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Table 11
Regression of the Eight Selected Subscales on the Suicide Ideation Scal e
Ba sed on Each of the Three Disparity Formulas

Subtraction-Absolute Value
Beta
T
Significant T
Philosophy

-.246194

-6 . 975

. 0000

. 100883

2.647

. 0083

-.063800

-1. 508

.131 9

Self-confidence

.051952

1.150

. 2504

Peer s

. 050712

- 1.332

.1833

Se lf-control

-.0 44097

-1. 159

.2 469

Personal

-.035 116

- .984

.3252

Parents

-.014171

- .380

.7043

Mood
Security

Beta

. 226833

6.163

. 0000

Parents

.1 96641

6.643

.0000

Philosophy

. 175971

5. 949

. 0000

Peers

.084673

2.726

.0065

Security

.084713

2. 276

.0230

Self-confidence

.056019

1. 402

.1613

- .008054

- .256

.7977

. 000000

. 023

. 9813

Sel f-control

.08756

R square

. 34323

Pos it i ve-Rea 1 Rat i 0
T
Sign i fi cant T

Mood

Persona 1

R square
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Beta

Negative-Real Ratio
Significant T
T

Mood

.251561

6.886

.0000

Parents

. 208734

7.380

.0000

Peers

. 141161

4.508

.0000

Philosophy

. 101555

3.553

.0004

Self-confidence

.099692

2.461

.0140

Security

.052882

1. 405

.1604

Persona 1

-.010939

- .362

.7173

.005024

.159

.8738

Self-control

R square

. 40182
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Table 12
Re gress ion of th e Ei ght Selected Subscale s on the UCLA Loneline ss Sc al e
Based on Each of the Three Di sparity Formu l as

Subtraction-Absolute Value
Beta
T
Significant T
Mood

.088184

2. 240

.0253

Parents

- .079538

-2 . 063

.0394

Ph i lo sophy

- . 064586

- 1. 772

.0767

Self-control

- .064466

- 1. 640

.10l3

Peers

- .024516

- .623

. 5331

Persona 1

-. 015178

-

.412

. 6804

Self-confidence

- .0l3636

- . 292

.7701

Security

- .001523

-

.035

.9722

Beta

R square

. 02708

R square

. 16844

Positive-Real Ratio
Sign ifi cant T
T

Peers

. 227340

6.504

. 0000

Mood

. l39169

3 .361

.0008

Self- confidence

.118277

2. 630

. 0087

Self-control

. 096760

2. 595

.0096

Personal

- . 087157

-2.466

. 0l38

Philosophy

-.075635

-2.272

.0233

Parents

. 028405

. B53

.3940

Security

.015931

. 380

.7037
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Beta

Negative Real Ratio
Significant T
T

Peers

. 227188

6.132

. 0000

Se 1f-confi dence

. 171579

3. 580

.0004

Mood

.129425

2.994

.0028

Personal

- . 081140

-2.270

.0234

Ph il osophy

- . 035048

-I. 036

.3004

Self-control

. 030221

.808

. 4196

Parents

. 030191

.902

.3672

Security

- . 020229

- .454

.6498

R square

.16256
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the Negative-Real Formulas for deriving self-conception disparity more
closely

approximate

the

assumed

Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula.

line

of normality

than

does

the

In other words, the residuals from

the calculation of self-conception disparity using the Ratio Formula
deviate less from the assumed line of normality than do to the residuals
from the Subtraction-Absolute Value Method of calculating self-conception
disparity.
It is suggested that this analysis supports the regression analysis
previously reported .
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DISCUSSION
Self-esteem has been an important heuristic concept s ince the
beginning of recorded history (Openshaw, 1978; Openshaw & Thomas , 1986) .
There has been,

however, cons i derab 1e conceptual

and methodo log i ca 1

ambiguity surrounding the relationship between self-conception disparity
and self-esteem (Openshaw, 1978) , as exemplified in the work of Rogers and
hi s associates, as well as Zigler and his associates.

Rogers and Dymond

(1954) suggested that the greater the amount of self-conception disparity,
the more likely it is that the individual will experience negative selfesteem (e .g.,

self-derogation)

and psychoemotional

distress .

This

contention continues to be held as viable in the field of psychotherapy.
Frequently one of the symptoms associated with a particular syndrome is
that of low or negative self-esteem (e.g., DSM-III-R [American Psychiatric
Association, 1987]).

As such, one would conclude that when there is a

large discrepancy between what one is and what one would ideally like to
be, the image evoked is more likely to be interpreted irrationally (e .g,
Beck et al ., 1979; Burns, 1980; Ellis, 1958) and, consequently, result in
negative self-esteem and psychoemotional distress.
Rogers'

postulation

conception disparity,

regarding

self-esteem,

the

relationship

and psychoemotional

between

self-

distress was

brought into question with the work of Zigler and his associates (e.g .,
Achenbach & Zigler, 1963; Zigler et al.,

1972) who,

in applying a

cognitive-developmental approach to self-conception disparity, find that
the greater the self-conception disparity , the more likely it is that the
individual will feel positive self-esteem and psychoemotional well being .
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Their rationale is based on the fact that as an individual matures, the
person has a greater capac ity to ferret out cogn it i ve d i screpanci es
between who one is and who one wants to be.

As such, as this discrepancy

is resolved, there tends to be an internal motivation stimulated which
encourages the individual to strive towards the "who I want to be" without
derogating one's self.
A close review of the literature from these two competing theoretical
frameworks would lead one to logically conclude that, in reality, both are
correct.

It is not difficult to imagine that an individual may perceive

the disparity that arises between the self-conceptions from either the
irrational perspective, which then leads to psychoemotional distress, or
from a rational perspective, which facilitates optimal well being.
are theoretically consistent and have ample empirical

Both

and clinical

evidence for support.
A second issue of relevance to this research lies in the methodology
upon which the calculation of self-conception disparity is formulated.
It is interesting to note that while the data collection process was

different, both Rogers and his associates as well as Zigler and his
associates have essentially calculated self-conception disparity with the
same formula, the Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula. This would lead one
to believe that the results would be similar, yet this has not been found
to be the case.

However, the difference in interpretations lies, in the

opinion of this author, in the sample selected for analysis and the
theoretical frame of reference from which the interpretation of the data
was made.

Rogers' sample is primarily a small, clinical sample, wherein

the calculations would logically lead to the theoretical hypothesis that
the greater the disparity, the greater the degree of psychoemotional
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distress . On the other hand, the samples selected by Zigler were more of
a

randomly

drawn

sample

of

"normal"

individuals .

Again,

the

interpretation would follow closely to the theoretical hypothesis.
These two issues lead the present researcher to ask the question, "Is
there not a method which will address the tenets of both theoretical
frameworks?"

The answer seemed more than obvious when the Ratio Formula

suggested by James (1890) was examined. This formula seems to accommodate
both interpretations, at least theoretically; that is, when there is selfconception disparity and the disparity is negative in nature, which a
ratio permits but a subtraction-absolute value does not, then it can be
concluded that self-esteem is negative, the degree of negativity being
associated with the degree of disparity.
of Rogers and his associates.

This would support the notion

On the other hand, if the calculated self-

conception disparity is positive, then one can conclude, as did Zigler and
his associates, that the degree of disparity is closely correlated with
an individual who can ferret out the disparity and use it positively to
motivate himself or herself towards the ideal self-conception.

Thus,

self-esteem is positive.
Comparing the Two Methods of Calculating
Self-Conception Disparity
One of the pri nc i pa 1 quest ions of th is study was, "Are the two
methods of calculating self-conception disparity one and the same?"

The

results of this study clearly point out that while there is some minimal
shared

variance,

the

two methods

are

not

the

same.

Therefore,

theoretically, one can conclude that while both are accepted approaches
of calculating self-conception disparity, the empirical evidence of this
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study leads one to conclude that, at least across the substantive area s
of self-esteem associated with the selected external constructs, there is
a difference in the two approaches . In other words, both may be measuring
different dimensions of self-conception disparity phenomena.
Perhaps one of the most interesting findings comparing the two basic
formulas lies in the negative correlations obtained and presented in
Figure 2.

One would anticipate, if coming from a psychopathological

model, that when an individual disagrees with the ideal statement, thus
mak i ng thei r real statement of greater importance, the self-concept i on
disparity generated would be such that there would be, for example, a
strong narcissistic orientation.

As such, one would logically conclude

that there is a strong potential for psychopathology .

It is believed,

however, that in the population obtained for this study, such a conclusion
is erroneous.

There are several explanations which seem more feasible.

The first lies in the nature of cognitive development.
posited

that

early adolescents

are

entering

the

Although it is
realm of formal

operations, this is basically a new cognitive operation and, as such, it
can be suggested that much of their self-conceptions may continue to be
concrete in nature.

With this in mind, it would not be difficult to

assume that adolescents may actually perceive their real self-conceptions
as greater than their ideal.
A second plausible explanation may be that formal operations have not
been sufficiently developed so as to permit the adolescent to abstract an
ideal self-conception which differentiates significantly from the ideal .
A third explanation may be that there are adolescents who are reared
in a home environment that facilitates the assimilation of the ideal selfconception in such a manner that it becomes their perceived reality.

For
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example , if the parents tend towards a "narcissistic" self-perception,
the child may incorporate and assimilate a sense of idealism about himself
or herself that necessitates that the ideal become their reality.

At the

other extreme, parents who are "self-derogatory" or "guilt-inducing" may
foster an environment that forces the ideal to reflect the reality of that
environment.
A fourth
development.

explanation

may

be

based

in

the

adolescent's

ego

By this it is meant that there is greater egocentrism at

younger ages, which may impede a clear differentiation between the ideal
and the real self-conception.
Fifth, it may be the case that there are some self-conceptions which
can be clearly delineated so that a real and an ideal self-conception ca n
be perceived; however, it may also be the case that as new, and perhaps
more complex, se lf-conceptions take relevance, this delineation has not
been as precisely differentiated due to the required abstract ion which
comes as formal operations are more functional .
Finally, it may be that the areas selected as representative of the
self-concept ions cri t i ca 1 to the given ages of the respondents in th is
sample may represent important areas, though perhaps either not for the
se lected time period or not sufficiently assimilated to allow for a real
and ideal self-conception schema to have developed.
In sum, it appears from the results of thi s study (yet caut i on is
warranted and further research recommended) that there is a tendency to
ascri be to the cogn i t i ve-deve 1opmenta 1 ph i 1osophy rather than that of
psychopathology.
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Comparing the Two Methods of Calculating Self-Conception
Disparity Against External Constructs Theoretically
Linked to Self-Esteem
In order to gain some understanding as to which of the two methods
of deriving self-conception disparity may more accurately empirically
operationalize self-conception disparity,

at least according to the

external constructs utilized in this study, the two formulas were examined
for the amount of variance accounted for across several selected external
constructs purported in the 1iterature as bei ng correlated wi th se Ifesteem.

These const ructs can be d i vi ded into three measures of se If-

esteem:

loneliness, depression, and suicidal ideation.

As noted in the

results, across all six of the external constructs, the Ratio Formula
consistently accounted for more of the variance than did the SubtractionAbsolute Value Formula.
To further test the above conclusion, a goodness-of-fit analysis was
incorporated.

This is based on the plotting of the residuals against an

assumed line of normalcy.

The less the deviation of the residuals from

the line of normalcy, the better the goodness of fit.

The residuals from

the Rat i 0 Method of deri vi ng self-concept i on di spari ty across all six
external constructs fit closer to the line of normalcy than did the selfconception disparity residuals associated with the Subtraction-Absolute
Value Formula .
What can be drawn from the results of this study is that the Ratio
Method,

at

least across the six external

constructs,

has greater

predictive power, so far as accounting for the amount of variance, than
does the Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula.
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The Argument for the Ratio Formula:

Calculating

Self-Conception Disparity
It is the intent of this researcher to argue, based upon the results
of this study, that the Ratio Method of calculat i ng self-conception
disparity has not only greater predictive potential but lends itself more
clearly to conceptualizing the nature of self-conception disparity .
Not only has this study brought into question the extant methods of
ca lculating self-conception di sparity, with the attention of this research
most closely examining the Subtraction-Absolute Value Formula , but the
work of Wylie (1974) has also done so .
methods on three fundamental grounds.
although contend i ng tha.t

rev~rse

Wylie argues against the extant
First, Hillson and Worchel (1957),

eli sc"epanc i es do OCCllr, argl1e that it is

the amount of this form of disparity that is important in the prediction
of maladjustment.

Wylie (1974), while not offering a substitute method,

posits that there is some question as to whether or not disparities in a
reverse direction ("I am and I should not be more") have the same meaning
as do the disparities of the more usual direction ("I am not and I should
be more") .

If a large disparity from one part of the scale range

indicates poorer self-esteem than a smaller disparity from another part
of the scale range, one must question as to whether the researcher is
examining cognitive disparity or equal-size degrees of self-esteem (Wylie,
1974) .

It appears, from the results of this study, that the Ratio Method

of calculating self-conception disparity allows for a wider scale range
(i . e . , positive and negative directions) than does the SubtractionAbsolute Value Method .

As such, if two self-conception statements have

different meanings, as indicated by Wyl ie above, it is posited that the
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Ratio Formula could provide a mechanism by which cognitive disparity and
the amount of self-esteem can be less ambiguously conceptualized .
The second issue is predicated on the first but focuses more
specifically on the summation across multiple self-conception disparities
to derive a global self-conception disparity score.

Such a summation and

conclusion would lead one to believe that the derived total

self-

conception disparity score is somehow related to a global measure of selfesteem (see Openshaw et al., 1981, for arguments against measure of global
self-esteem).

Wylie (1974) points out that it becomes increasingly

difficult to demonstrate that when one sums discrepancies across trait
scales, equal-size discrepancies anywhere on anyone of numerous trait
scales,

the

summed

score will

correspond

to

equal-size cognitive

discrepancies or equal degrees of self-esteem.
It is the opinion of this researcher that summation, in general, is
flawed and, therefore, based on arguments provided by Openshaw and his
associates as well

as Wylie, this study recognizes the limitations

associated with global measures of any self-referent variable and examines
the issue of self-conception disparity and self-esteem across specific
external constructs.

However, since Wyl ie's contention has not been

empirically validated, and since there may be the possibility that a
"global" self-conception score could be generated that is reliably
correlated to a "global" measure of self-esteem, this study created a
total self-conception disparity score from both methods.

The intent was,

aga in, to ask the quest i on as to whi ch method woul d account for the
greater amount of variance across the identified external constructs.
An examination of separate subscales, as analyzed in this study,
would address the issue of a global self-conception disparity providing
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an equal-size cognitive discrepancy or equal degree s of self-esteem.
While this may be accomplished by means of either method of ca l cu lat ion
(Subtraction-Absolute Value or Ratio), it is suggested that the Ratio
Method 1ends itself to more sign ifi cant subsca 1es (refer to Tables 7
through 12).

Based on the data for the self-conception disparity scores

across the eight subscales, the results suggest that the Ratio Method has
greater predictive potential.
The final argument 1ies in a theoretical assumption underlying the
methodo logical procedure of calculating the self-conception disparity .
The assumption suggests that there i s a perfect relationship between the
cognit ive magnitude of the sel f-conception disparity and the degree of
self-esteem experienced .

Such an assumption, as noted by Wylie (1979),

"is unwarranted on both intuitive, conceptual grounds, and empirical
grounds" (p. 90) .

In other words, what Wylie may be alluding to i s that,

in some instances, Rogers' explanation would be accurate and, in others,
Zigler would be correct; yet from the self-conception disparity score
alone , one could not differentiate as to which theoretical po s ition best
described the outcome.

For example, the statement "I am and I should be

more" may be attributed to a higher socio-economic status (SES) individual
who is secure within himself or herself and yet aspires to improve . Such
a statement, when calculated with the Subtraction-Absolute Value Method,
woul d result ina di spari ty score of O.

On the other hand, with an

identical disparity amount of 0, the individual affirms the statement, "I
am not and I shou ld not be more."

This answer, however, seems to be one

associated with an individual who may have set lower standards for himself
or herself, in addition to having a low sense of self-esteem.
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It should be noted that the Ratio Method succumb s to the same
crit icism as does the Subtraction-Absolute Value Method . For this reason,
further research must address the relationship between the magnitude of
sel f-conception disparity and amount of self-esteem.
I n summary, then, the Rat i 0 Method appears to 1end itself more
clearly to conceptualizing the natu re of se lf-co nception disparity, both
co nceptually as well as methodologically.

Conceptually, the Ratio Method

i ncorporates both the psychopathological theoretical orientation as well
as the cognitive-deve l opmental philosophy.

Methodologically , the Ratio

Method seems, at least according to the re sults of this study, to have
grea ter pred i ctability than does the Subtraction-Absolute Value Method .
Wh i 1e th ismay be 1i mited to the external constructs selected for th i s
study,

it must be remembered that

(a)

these constructs have been

identified as having a strong correlation with self-esteem and (b) perh aps
more importantly, three of the external con structs were measures of selfesteem, two with considerable empirical research attesting to their
re l i ability and validity and the other a new mea sure of se lf-esteem whi ch,
in this study, has high reliability .

With this in mind, one must remain

cog nizant that the amount of variance accounted for was greater with the
Ratio Formula than was the variance accounted for with the SubtractionAbsolute Value Formula across these dimensions of self-esteem .
Limitations
Gen eralizab i lity of the finding s of this study is restricted by the
relatively homogeneous sample, although care was taken to randomly select
sc hool s from various SES area s.

As a potential threat to both internal

and external validity, selection of the st udy's participants po sed an
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additio nal restriction.

With participants volunteering to be in the

study, it is poss i b1e that those who responded do not represent the
population .

For example, it is po ssi ble that only st udent s who are

achievers returned a completed que st ionnaire . Also, motivat i on may become
a bias consideration in that the instrument was relatively long--361
questions. However, regardless of the bias, two considerations should not
be overlooked.

First, this wa s a comparison study of two method s of

calculating se lf-conception disparity appl ied to the same populati on.
Second, as a landmark st udy for operationalizing James' ratio formula of
se lf-conception disparity , a broader basis for understanding the phenomen a
of self-conception disparity is provided , theoretically as well

as

em piri cally .
Future Research Directions
Four research directions are suggested from the result s of this st udy
in conjunction with extant research addressing the relationship between
se lf-conception disparity and self-esteem.

First , conclusion s have been

drawn regarding the relationship between self-conception disparity and
developmental variables such as maturity (e .g., Achenbach &Zigler, 1963),
age (e .g., Katz

&

Zigler, 1967), and a capacity for social guilt (e. g.,

Glick &Zigler, 1985) .

It would seem obvious, therefore, that one of the

first directions future research would logically take would be to apply
the self-conception disparity Ratio Formula across the dimension of age .
Questions begin to multiply when one asks at what age doe s the mechanism
of

self-conception

disparity

have

an

effect

and,

possibly

more

importantly, what age-related variables contribute to the comparison that
an individual makes ; that is , what age-related variables influence the
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rea1 self-concept i on percept ions and the ideal self-concept i on percept ions
that ,

when

compared,

result

in

dimension

of

self-image

and

the

co rre sponding affective response (namely, self-esteem).
Second, since few extant studies have looked at gender differences
(e .g. , Phillips & Zigler, 1980), it would seem advantageous to apply the
Ratio Formula across the dimension of gender. This would permit a clearer
delineation of self-conception disparity by sex and rule in or out sexspecific self-conceptions .
Next , extant variables could be examined utilizing the Ratio Method .
These variables could include individual characteristics such as ability
and

influenceability,

family characteristics such as

inter-parental

relationships and the family role structure, racial-ethnic characteristics
such as stereotypes and chilorearing techniques,

and socio-economic

factors such as differential parental values (Openshaw & Thomas, 1986).
Results from the present study show promise that efforts in these
directions, as well as many others not mentioned, may provide insightful
understandi ng to the speci fic self-concept i on di spari ty phenomena measured
and, consequently, to the resulting feeling of positive or negative selfesteem.
Finally, as noted in the last criticism offered by Wylie (1974),
neither the Subtraction-Absolute Value nor the Ratio Formula take into
consideration the relationship of self-conception disparity; that is, the
cognitive phenomenal aspect thereof and the resultant affective response
or self-esteem.

This certainly appears to be a critical

area of

investigation and vital to the ability to theoretically or empirically
conceptualize self-conception without ambiguity.
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Identification Humber __________

Questionnaire for Parents/Guardians of participating Students
1.

Approximata grade 10••1 of participating .tudent.

A+

A A-

B+

8

8-

C+

C C-

D+

D D-

r

2. Harital statuI'
Harri.d.

______ ~oth parent. in fir.t ~arriage
______One spouse in 2nd prd ate., marrlage
_ _80th pauntB ill 2nd prd otc., lIardaga

Recont (marriege occurred within le.t yeer,
:="ot ucont (IInriago occurud 0 . . . one yon
ogo,
'eclnt (occurrad within
DlYorced
- - l .. t yaar'
IUdo"ed
"ot recant (o"cunod 0.0.
'opauted
--ono , ... ago,
2. aaa ••

Ifothn
rather
studant Adopted?

If y •• ,

~ace

______

4.

OUr family re.ide. in
(for exemple, Selt toke cIty, we.E Oilley clEy,
Smithfield, Sprillg.illo, otc.,

s.

OUr totel femily income i. appro"imately:
40,000 to 49,99'
le •• then 10,000
50.000 to 74,999
10.000 to 19,999
20,000 to 29,999
---- 15,000 to
---- 100,000 or mo ..
30,000 to 39,'"

",U'

6. Religious Preference:

Adole.cent
Hother
rether

IIIIIIIIII
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occupation.

rathar

Business/employment
le . g .• construction firm,
farm, boma, hospihll

Position
le.g. secretary, sel!employed. homemaker,
wpanisorl

primary

occupatioll
Secondary
occupatioll

Hothar

Primary
occupetion
secondery
occupatioll

•• Educa tion.
Hother

rether
Write in
Highe.t
r .. r
COmpleted

ebeck i f
Degree
completed

Write in
Highe.t

'.Ir

COIIIpleted

Check i f
Dague
COmpleted

Slementary/Jr. Hlghll-'I
High School

110-121

Trede School Ilst-2ndl
Associate
Ilst-2ndl
IJr . College I
Bachelor's Ilst-4thl
H.star's
Doctorate

Il.t-lrdl
(lst-5thl

other IPost Doctorate,
ate.1
9 . Number of children In family ____~~
PartiCipating student is
(1st bern. 2nd bern •• tc.1
DEAR PARENT: PLEASE PERMIT YOUR ADOLESCENT TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS ON
THE ATTAOIED INVENTORY ACCORING TO HIS/HER OlIN THlNUNG.
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Identification NUlllber
Student QUlStlonnllro
Directions :
I.

Circle the answer th.t d.scrlbes you.

Hy .g. Is :

Z.

I ... :

3.

Hy gr.d. Is:

H.I.

Co lleg.:

10
18

II
Ig

IZ
ZO

13
ZI

14
ZZ

15
Z3

16
Z4

17

Fe'lIl.
6th

7th 8th

9th

loth

Fresh'lIn

I Ith

12th
S.nlor

Junior

Are you currently ItYlng It h.... r

YES

NO

R.ad the following st.t .... nts Ind circle the nUlOber th.t best dlScrlbts how
you reel Ibout the stat .... nt . PLEASE RESroND TO All STATEMENTS BY
YOURSHF . THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER .

..
..... ..f
v;<
>.

-;.
:i f

:l

1.

* Z.

~ty

p.renh set I\'Ie IS
Cln tlke crtttcfs .. ,

I

person who

I should be hlppl.r thin I "" .

3. rlmtly lOt""'ers h.rdly ... r lose th.lr
t.mp.rs.

* 4.
5.

.11

I ... ral person (honest . trustworthy. 10y.I) .

•• proud of the ch.nges IIU' body ... k.. .

6 . Th.r. Ire set w.ys of doing things at h.... .
7. Rules are pretty Inflexible In our household .
8 . W. oft.n s ••" to be wasting tiM It h.... .
*9. I am I morally weak person (dishonest.
untrustworthy. disloyal) .
10. Hy frl.nds s ..... IS In unh.ppy p.rson.
II . Ihere Is v.ry Itttl. group spirit
In our fa"tly.

11
."

i

11
::>
3

.

~ .!'t
"'0
c'"
"
Z.=

I

",Q
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12. We e.... Ind go IS we wlnt to In our falllly.
13 . 8elng on tille Is very I"",orhnt In our fa.lly .
14 . Hy plrents see"'" IS being I ell. Ind
re lI.ed person.
IS. FIIIIly IlelObers s_tllleS hit each other .

16 .

wake up se.erll hours earlier thin
used to Ind elnnot get blck to sleep .

11 .

* 18 .

I .. satisfied with IIIYself.
1 find It rlther difficult to rIll.
Ind r,,"ln cll ••

U . 1 feel good Ibout the _unt of
.. If-confldlnel I hl.l.

to .

Therl Ir. lots of Interesting things In Ilfl
thlt I reilly look forwlrd to.

21. H1 plrlnts think I
ZZ .

I. I

fllluri.

..."bers often try to one-up or
out-do each other.
f.~lly

Z3 . My parents se. lie IS sticking to I
proble. until It Is finished.

24. For lite there doesn't seell to be Iftuch
In 11ft thlt's reilly worth doing.
25 . 1 fe.l badly beelus. lOy plrents don't
und.rshnd the .. IY I I •.
26 . Family ...mhers really h.lp Ind support
one another.
21. I

I. too tired to do Inythlng.

* 28.

1 should be I greater source of pride
to "y plrents thin I I •.

* 29 .

1 shnuld be better Ibl. to follow
through when I say I will do s_thlng.

30 . Ther. Ire people I Cln talk to.
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II I !J I I~ I
c

<II

31. I feel good about the i!l!lC\Jllt of wamth
affection I give to my frien:ls.

am

32 . \·'e don't do things cur own way very

4

5

1

5

33. Family""""",," SCIN!tilnes gat "" erqry
they threw things.

1

5

34. We are usually c:aretul about what
.... say to ead1 other in cur tmdly.

1

2

5

1

2

5

ottm in cur family.

*35. I ohoulc! be """'" acceptad by thIo
_it.. _
than I ...
*315~

I 1IhaUl.c! Joe

IDOrII

37 . I have a lot in
*38 . I . . on

ocnf1d.onl: in II)'Mlt.

CCIIIIICft

~

with thIo pq>l.

to

wtf

1
UQft\ • •

1

parenbI.

3

fONJ. that th.. !IJtunt is hope.l..ani that things c:amot bptav8.

41. I talaI a positive attituc!a tIcoIam

5

2

1

~.

42. IIy tmdly 1e genera1.1y very.-t _ _ly.

5

5

1

2

. . .... on uri1appy per!ICn.

48. I usee! to be able to cry. but new I
can't cry IM!I'I thcugh I _
to.
~1s

5

on

1

2

1

2

5

4

1

tallowing rules in cur t-Uy.
50. I bla.a ~t tar everything bed that happnI.
51. I teal geed _

5

1

2

ot IIj'B8lt.

Is • strong

5

,

2

49 . '!hp.re

5

2

1

47. IIy parents -

4

2

1

tt..

5

1

44. I don't get irritated at all by thIo
things that used to Urit..t.. • •
45. I teal guilty all of thIo

4

1

43. All in all, I ... incl.ined to teal I . . • !allure.

*46. I "'" in a:nt:rol

being able to _

crlt1c1.a.

5
5

39. HonI!y ani paying bllls is q>en1y
talla!d _
in cur tlllllily.
40. I

4

1

1

1
1

2

,
,
,
,
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SZ . People d>arqa their IIinIs otten in

53. I OIl
S4 .

haR>Y

because I .... close to 'IItf

I'. haR>Y because

S5. It's _
without

Q.Ir

t...uy.

III J Jf1
S

parana.

people can depend a> ae.

5

S

1

to "blow ott st....." at haM
~

5

.aoeIxxIy.
5

S6. At t.1Joes I th1nJc I ... no good at all.
!S7. Hy trien:!s see ae as aoc::eptJ.rq the
~

* M.

I -

59. I _

•

S

1

in'lltfbody.

haR>Y

penal.

cUaaat1st1e:1 or bore:! with -.yth1nq.

60. I th1nJc about death, .mid>
Q.Ir prcbl_.

.roo.

S

all

"61. I do not lil<a the dlarqes oocurrirq

to 'I'f body.

S

l.

U. I hat. JrjUlt.
63 . Hy parl!flts think I .,. as sura
IIIOSt others 'I'f aqa.

ot

5

>!}'Stit as

64. I don't lika .yse.lt when I ... tens.

and..., tight.

* 65.

I ahara cvexyth1ng about _

66 . lie think t:hirqs aIt
Q.Ir

* 67 .

tar

with 'IItf trierds.

o..trSel.ves in

taaily.

I ... depen:lable.

z

68. I teel lett aIt.

5

69. Hy parl!flts see Ie as capable and SIIIIIrt

as JDOSt others 'IItf age.
70. '1here are people I teel close to.

*71. I lil<a myselt the way I ....

*n. I otten act

a> the spJr

ot the

1

5
IICIN!I1t

5

without th1nIdrq.

73 . I have no a;p!tite

at

ell anymore.

5
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III

j j fI

74 . Hy p>rent5 think I .... an at:tract1ve per:sa1.
75 . I fee1 I do

5

net have lIUCh to be proud of .

76 . Because rrry p>rent5 are proud of ....

I fee1 c p x I - myself.
77 . Hy fritnls acx:ept _

far ..tID I .....

78. Dishes are usually dcne bnrediately

1

1

5

2

after eatin;.
79 . Hy IIOCial telaticnlhip are

5

p.ony.

SO. Hy pm!11t.s think that I 111ft umble to
_
bpntant clecisia>s by II}'S8I.f.

1

Sl . In our fondly. "" are strcnqly

1

5
2

enccuraged to be 1ndeperdent.
OU!' ( ....lly ......
OlVer get ~

52 . In

tell""", you don't
by nain; your voice.

83 . I 111ft 80 sad or urila!:PY that I can't stan1 it.
Hy pannts _ _ u in conI:%ol ot JIIYMlt.

14 .

85 . It

there'" •

~ in our fondly .....
t:Ner ard l<aep tha peace.

5

1

5

1
5

1

try hard to ..x>th things

*815. I can't _

5

bpntant dec:1sion!l v1thcut help.
4

*87 . I .... an attractive person.

"""'*"=' of the
OWOSita sex. I fee1 cpxI _
myself .

88 . till"" I .... around

*89 . I ... a IIIlClOO!I!Itul person.
90. I fee1 I ... beirq pmiohed.

1

5

1

5

1

5

*91 . I don't lilat the way I .....
*92. I ... a person ..tID a
*93.

c:alJI an! ralaxe:l.

I ohare ncI:h1rq _ _ with

94 . I fee1 bed _

fIf'{

beirq an untrierdly person.

95. I have 10m: more than 15 poon!s

withcut p.JrPOSely tryirq to.

5

tri~.

1

5

1

5

5
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96. I haVe lost all of
*97. I am

"IItf

not a friendly

interest in other

~l ••

99 . "" put a lot of _ _ into

5
5

.mat

hawons to • .

"

2

1

paraa1.

9S . lately, I don't "qive • dam"

j j Ii
5

_t: we

2

5

doat_.
* 100. I .,. \ftIer8tood by

"IItf

pannts.

1

2

1

2

101. I feel goo:! becawle I .,. a mral. pcaon p.:r.st:,

t:rust:wcrthy, loyal).

102. I ... erqry

am ....m:tul

"'*' crit:icized..

2

* 103 . I .... ...". imd a!fec:t.ionaU pcaon.

104. I

l1li

5

urbappy beJng 110 withdrawn.

nth

5

1

2

5

106. I"",

1

2

5

107. I feel goo:! about 1ftYS<!1! '*""I mI a III\XX.IeS8tul peraon.

1

105. You

"""'t: get tNt1y

IIJd1 in cur !rlIily.

toO worried about "IItf health, that: I
carn>t: thJnk about anythJn; alee.

lOS . I teel I mn. a per!IOI"I ot worth, at least
on an equal plane with otl>e<s.

5

2

109. "Ibere 18 vc;y little privacy in our faUy.

5

110. Hy !rien:1s think I .,. as

5

they

IIUre

2

of ayael! u

are.

lll. There are very few rules to !elICIt
in our tlll1lily.

1

5

112 . Hy frien:1s see ... .... sticldnq to a
problea until it 18 finished.

1

5

113. Lite for •

has beocme eepty

am

114 . Hy trien:1s Jmaw they can cx>.Jnt:
*115. I ... close to

...unqlese.

a1 • •

"IItf ~ .

*116. I should be """'" attractJ.V8 than I .....

5
5
5
5
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1

2

1

2

5

1

2

5

2

5

123. I can't do any >I<l<lt at all.

1

2

124. 1here is plenty ot tine an:! attantia1
tor..-.rycno in our tamily.

1

2

* 117 . I continue wrkirq a1 a probll!lll even
>.hen I do not get it right the first tine.

5

* 118. I oInlld worry 1""" than I do.
119 . Itf tri.m. think I .,. an at:t:ract1vt1

persal.

5

1

* 120. I worry treq.Jently.
121. lie tight • lot in our fllllily.
122. '!here ..... peepl. \h> really urderstand ....

5
4

125 . Activities in our tamily an pretty
canfUlly plamed.
126 . 1 feal in tuna with tile peep•• ar"",l:\ ....

1

128 . Ev.rycno baa an ecpal Bay in taaily declaims.

1

129 . Itf 1ntensts an:! i..... an not ohared

1

"at

2
5

2

* 127. I oInlld accept the ~ in 11tf body
IbX"'e than I do.

5

2

5

3

5

theM arcund ...

1

*1J0. I oInlld have wr:>re IIalt-o:l1trol.
*1]1. I ... able to taka crit1cisa withaJt

~.

1

2

5

2

5

132. Itf parents __ ... as accopt1nq the

5

d>an;ea in 11tf body.

133. J'IoI11y - . " rarely becane openly angry.
134. 'Ihera is a teeling ot
in our tllllllly.

1
5

~

*1J5. I ... as oure ot ayIIalt as IDIt othars 11tf age.

2
2

136. Family IIIeI1t>er.I alJIrost always rely a1
theoosalves when a probl ... canes up.
*1J7. I shc:W.d be

IrOI'I!I

capable an:! ...art.

1

4
5
5
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2

138 . 5aneale usually gets upset it ycu
OClIt'lain in our family.
139 . I feel ha!:PY about the thin;!s I ohara
aIxIut JlYStit with "i trien:ls.

* 140.
*141.

5

1

I can accept the ~ in "i body.

1

I .shculd be JDr1I trienUy than I ....

1
5

142. I ... no 1 _ close to anyone.
143 . 110 ..... nall.y _
* 144. My

~

. . 1oMl.1.

1
2

don't un:Serwtand • •
1

14, . IllICIt~ .

145 . haily _ _ Ort.n crit.icUe - . 147. I

can't

_.s.cuta.

at all

~.

1

*149. X ohouldn't qi_ up sa q.rldcly . . I de
..tlen t:hing8 go wrcrq.
1'0. My pannts think that: I _ a K>t1ll
penon (""'-t:, b:ust:>o:>rthy, loyal) .

* 151 .

X sa an

I ..w.d change

,
,

.

148. I teal good ....., I aa::aoplt.h .-t:hin; dUtiC>1lt.

* 152.

5

1

,

1

,

urIlaR>Y penon.
mr-alt it

I cruJ.d.

153. I teal I bawl a ...-. ot good q.>aliti...
154 . I ... urIlaR>Y because I ... not .. capable and
IIIIart: as D:>St: otIler. "i age .

* 155.

I ...

basically tree ot \ICrrl. . and cares.

1
5

*156. I shculd be .,.... IlUCCeS8tul.
157. Ead> person's <hIties are clearly
defined in our tamily.

1

158. '!here is cno family IIII!!Iltler \flo JBla!s
JDOSt of the declsims.

1

83
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159. m oor f..uly, it we feel like doirq
""""~ on the 5pUl" of the 1IDI1I!rIt, we
often jU!lt pick up and 9".

5

1

5

*160 . I should be better understccd by my parents.
161. I do not feel alene.
162. It's hard to be by yourself with<>.Jt
hurt.1n; sanecr.a'. feelirqs in our household.

,

1

lU. In oor _ , we tell .ad> other about our
peraonal ptd:>1.....

,
,

184. Ne rarely volunteer ..".., .....thinq
hY to be c!c>M a t _ .
lS'. I feel pert of a qroup of friends.
*16S. I should be less........,... and j\III'Y.
167. '%here is no one I can tum to.
*168. I ... able to _
with<>.Jt help.

~

cSecieions

*169. I IIhculd be a ..,.. wam and affecticnate
170. Ne are not really ~ to
up for Olr.5el.ves in our f..uy.

1
persal.

-'<

1

l1li

* 173. I IIhculd be closer to my parents than I ...
174. I feel qood about the WIly I look.

176. Ne reall~t alcrq wall with each other
in our f
y.

1
1
1

5

,
,

177. T-.lly _ens strorqly ~ _
other to stand up far their rights.
178. I feel thst I ' . at the "end of my repe"
and cIa1' t want to 9" era any ..,...

5

,
,

not sun of myself.

"175. I should share ...,.-e about ... with my friends.

,

1

171. 1hera an people I can tum to.
172. I ... unhappy becaUse I

4

1

5
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*179 . I lack oeJ.f~iden::e.
180. FomBy JIII!!ItJer.s often keep their
feal.1n;s to them!IeI.ves.
*181. I ... a aource of pride to my parents.
*182. I IIhould be • ,.,... cIocont person.
*183. I

OIl

um.pon:Iabl.e.

*184. I

II!Il

an unattracti.... pomocn.

115. I _

I oculd _

..,..

~

JOYMlf.

for

185. Hy frianda think that I OIl • I'Or1ll
pomocn ~. ~. layel).
117. I feal ieolated frc:n _ _ •
118. Peepl. are UQ.Ird _

but

IB9. Hy triends think that I

_

not with - .

unoble to
hp:rlant dacieions by JOYMlf.
011\

190. Hy frianda _ _ . . . conf1dont person.
191. I ... an outgoirq peraan.
192 . We can do

* 193.

I do

_teller _- *

to in our f...uy.

not qat: alc:rq with the _ i t a """'.

194. I feel Mtisfied with JaYBalf.
195. It bot:Ilen _

that I worry eo 1II.Jdl.

*196. I qat: alc:rq -U with the _ i t a

* 197.

MX.

I IIhoul.d boo ..",. sura of JIYHlf.

19B. I 011\ able to do th1n;s as ~1 .... other peq>le.

199. FOIIily

* 200.

~

_

sure their

reeDS

I have confidence in myaelf.

*201. I OIl as capable

others my age.

am

smart .... ICSt

ore

.-t.

85

*202. Fomily

.....mers

II j J I II
S

really back each other up.

*203. I s/lc1.lld be better able to JMI<e
bportant decialalS without halp.
204. MY parents accept ... for """ I 011.
5

*205. I ... net close to JIIf parents.
*206. I shcW.d be able to take crlticisa wlthout
feelirq tIw erqer _
rasenb>ent that I do.

1

4

5
5

207. MY frlerds .......... beirq • c:ala -

nl""*' panat.

5

*201. I haW a ten:!en:Y to 91". up ... Uy
_
prt>bl_ are difflcult.
209. It'. otten IIIIl:d to find thirqs y<>ol . - tha in our halMhold.
1

*210. I 011 a frlenny perea>.

U2 . MY parents think that I worry too .uch.

1

*215. I .... cold _

1

5
5

hostil. penon.

US . r...uy ,..""..". are rarely ~

5
5

213. I wculd kill ~t i t I had the ctlan::la.
214. I bell_ that I lock uqly.

5
5

*211. I MI net as ..... of JIIfB4lf as IDSt others JIIf aqe.

.......s.

1

217. Ha>ey is net handled very caretully
in our fwly.
5

218. 'Ihen is plenty of tire _
.ttentia>
tor everyone in our fwly.
219.

we ..y

anythirq we want to

5

.......s - .

220. MY frlerds think that I worry too .uch.
221. MY parent5 ..... ... as a oc:nf1dent parsaI.

1

5

222. MY rrlerds think I ... a faUura.

1

5

223. MY trlerds see _

as in <Xlntrol of myself.

5

11
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224. My trierds see

De as a
can taka criticism.

225. I feel good _

1

persa1 lob:>

2

I I ~IeI
5

5

the &IIlClJr1I: of

aelt-oontrol I haVe.
5

226. I certainly feal useless.
227. I can find trlon:ls when I want tNoa.
22B. I feel

bawY

w:xrt ot tile

5

ccunt on - .

1

*230 . I &III nat: as capabl. an:! am:t as w:xrt
crt:herS JItf aq••

1

2

1

2

229 . My parents Ia1aIi tboy can

231. I feel I . . .
232 •

""'I'leta failure .. a

pc1ICI\.

My trlen:ls _ _ . . capable an:! ..rt:

*233. I ... a failure.
234. I'. prc:u1 ot the bIp:Irtant: ~ione
I've _ _ by JI'iMlt.

5
5

4

1

. . tboy are .

*Di sparity i terns

5

2

taa.

1

1

2

,
,

,
,
,

U
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Be!:"""""

each pair of

2.1.

Clevu','
"
,FooII.sh
FowertUl.,--,--,--,-,--'P<:lwerless

J.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

words

pIa"" an "X"

a1

the space

that fits your answer.

Inte.ll1gent,==,==,==,==,=='Stllpid
Attractive,
,
,
,
,
,unattract1va
confident,--,--,--,--,--,unsun
Soc:i!lble,--,--, -- , - - , - -,unsoci!lble
~ierdly,==,==,==,==, ==, t1n!rienllY
""~' _ _ ' _ _ ' _ _ ' _ _ ' _ _ ' sad

Good, , ' "
, Bad.
1Ionest,--,--,--,--,--,
Dishonest

11. Depen:lable,==,=='==, ==, ==,!JItdepn!able

2.1.

Clever:
t
r
: FoolUlh
FowertUl.,--,--,--,--,--'P<:lwerless
I

:

InteUigent,--,--,--,--,--'Stu;>ic!
4.
Attractive,--,--'--'--'--'unattract1va
5.
O>nfldent'--'--,--,--,--,unsun
6.
soc:i!lble,--,--,- - , - - , - -, unsoci!lble
7.
~ierdly,==,==,==,==,==, unfrienlly
8.
_ _ , _ _ , _ _ , _ _ ' _ _ 'Sad
J.

",,~,

9.

10.

Gcx:d:
1
:
IBad
Ilone5t,--,--,--,--,--,
Dishonest
I

:

11.

Depen:lable,==,==,==, ==,==,thlopenl!Ible

1.
2.

clever,""
,Fooll.sh
1'\:lI.-erl\ll,--,--,--,--,--'P<:lwerless
Intelligent,==,==,==,==,=='StIlpid
Attractive,
,
,
,
,
,unattract1va
confident,--,--,--,--,--,unsure

J.

4.

5.
7.
6.

8.
9.

10 .

U.

Soc:iable,--,--,--,--,--, unsoci!lble
~ierdly,==,==,==,==,==, unfrierdlY
""~' _ _ ' _ _ ' _ _ ' _ _ ' _ _ 'sad
,Bad.

Good, __,__,__,__,__

Honest, _ _ , _ _ , _ _ , _ _ , _ _ ,Dishonest

Depen:lable, __,__,__ ,__ ,__,urdepen:!able
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Read tI.- !all.cwin; ~ ani circle T (t:Ne) at'

r

(false):

1. I almost always think be!are I .:t.

T

r

2. I sbI.y CXlOl ..,... ""'" I' • ...uy ang<y with__._.

T

r

T

or
or

• st:ztn; . - to feel l.1lca .. bIp>rtant penon.

3. I _

4. I .art of teal _

5. I' ...... of ~ feelJn;s -

s.

T

""'" 1 _ --.",. .... '. l<:neJ.y.

. - : th1n;s.

I always tty to do _t: 111 _ .

7. I

om.

~"..

cpi8t: ani

pcxn.

I. I'. ptWt:t:y ..... I IcncIt ..... I _

t . I feel guilty ""'" I _

to 1111 to. trt.ni.

10. I tty bIml to do - U at al...t:

~

U. I beo:lr:.- ve:y acit.s at' q.et: ...... _

12. _

I _

__

17. I l1Joo tI.- _
~

.... I'.

~

of _.

nat: to burt peqIla"

very _

vao:rle:I _
IDIt: peq>l.••
~

to do.

21. I 1O:lIlld ..........

!eelln;s.

t1nbh1nq tI1i!qs _

pu:wnts to be

r
r

T

or
or

T

r

T

or
or
or
or

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

or
or
or

I Itart than

~

of _.

dzu9II, lID wat:ta- - . .

T
T

22 . !!ather than deoIIrd t:h1n;s, pocpla can 9IIt _t: they _
by bdn:I gantla ani tilcught:tUl.
22. It: 111 .-y iIapartant: that: d11l.drwI leam to

T
T

to tlell peqIla _

I loolc.

IIm'I!

20. I can doperd at

~

T
T

T

do _t: ott.:.

..,.. tzUn!s than I can ' - ' up with.

15. I . . .-y _

18. I do

~

~_.

14. I l.1lca to fD1.1.cot JJwt:<uct:1anI _

19. I OIl

ar ......
~

r

or

T

I do.

I 9IIt orqry, I ...ally CXlOl _ _ lit:

U. I'. qdta ..... _

15. I _

in life.

I _

ani _

T
T

ct:.r their elders.

T

r

T

or

89

Read the tollawincJ <pesticns ard cUcle T (tzue) or P (falae) I
24. 1 have • pretty clear idea of _ t 1 want to dD.

15

T

P

25. It iJI 81J8'f tar . . to taka advantage at people.

T

P

26 . I'd L\Jc8 to t:reda bodl.. with _ _ &!.se.

T

P

T

P

27. 1 lib to ~ t.bin;s dcwn to tile 1Ast detail.

T

P

29. Hy soclAl W. iJI very ...tistyinq to lB.

T

P

30. lh!n .....::no _ _ , 1 t%y to

T

28. In

tna """ld, ycu aitlwr pDb or

31. X have •

~ sIxMId.

~

it.

.aaq desire to win _ _ X play with athm:s.

T

32. X think X ~ • gcod fbYrIical I>ulld.
33. I

~

alJaoR

no close ti. . with ather.I

34. 1 ~ faith that ...... nature iJI

JItf

T

age.

CJCOd.

35. I t 1 _
• perscn X Ia1CIt traa • diJItanca,
X usually t%y to aveld the perscn.
trienda seem to turn to _
Wan tlley have ptd>l ..... .

35. My

37. X _

rn.m

T

..... than to others

easUy.

.,

.,
.,
.,

T

.,

T

P

T

.,

T

p

T

P

39. I' .. alway. busy in lots of eoclal activiti...

T

p

to Ia1CIt _ t X want cut of W • •

T

.,

T

P

T

.,

38 . I usually 1.t other

40. X cbl't _

~. have

t:baJr own ..y.

41. other 1*=91. JItf age _ _ JIICII:e ..... than I
..no tboy an _ _t tboy WIlt.

_1.

42. X often _
1hotIwr
in _ t I _ _YinJ to

all

of

an nally - -

~.

43. X t1rd it hIm1 to tMl .any tar p8C9la
wmrled _
thin:Js.

..no an

alwy.

44. X_to~.ptdol_~~vith_~.
45. X wuld lIlJd\ ...tIIer

taU"" _ _ than ba tile 1 _ .

46. To ~ ahead in thi.s """ld X'. vi.lllnq to pDb p8C9la
.me get in rtIf..y.

T

.,

T

.,

T

P

T

p
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Read the following qut!!5tion!l ani cin:.le T (true) or F (falee) I

T

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

54. I ,.,..,,4 rather be c!Jrect with peep1e thon IlYaJ4
ta1l.t.rq tI>Ia .-th1rq tI>Iy c!cn't llI<a.

T

r

55. l\IrCrq the IDIt hportant thirgs • per.ocn ClIft _
lin a .t:rcrq will _
tI>I cIri.... to 9R _ .

T

r

47 . I can ...... ..,.,. sides

at a prcb1... bettar tbon others can.

T

48. Berxnlrq lnw1ved in other people's prcbl.... ia • wasta of ~.
49. I

~

!!O. I

otten do thirgs far: no

I' • • """"lAtnar ..tJo

'1. It ia not

..........u to teal

'2. I do JItf !lest to IIt:qI
'3. I .... =-t1c _

~

reasaI other

lcnIIly _

tbon it

II19ht

be

UI1IIIII1tad.

ot peraon.

not _

'8. Peopla can 1ntl.IB1ca _

~ta

59. I ottan teal eo

tIl'qry

that I _

by otIwn in

a 9t""P.

-ny.
to _ _ _ thirgs.

so. I otten aay thJn;r-I thet I raqnt bIv1nq aaic!.
I dopen:1 tao ouc:h en others to be hIIlptUl to _.

62. I feal lett ~ of

tII1n9s

eoc1aUy.

S3. I llI<a to be tI>I cna in CJI:hcrlty to tab ~ of thirgs.

64. I c!cn't III1n1 that other ~ lin
interesta:1 in JItf ~.

S6. 0I:hI!nI JItf ega

never _

67. I llI<a to tall others _
._

c!cne up ta """.

to call _ to get: !:cgIIther vith lfIeoo.
the thirgs I _

c!cne wall.

to c5esc:ribII JItfBal.f I lICIllm't knew >bit to aay.

69. I c!cn't dopen:1lUdl en other people far tr1<nlob1p.
70. I _

it I'U _

ouc:h of

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r

not

6'. I ... ftEY p l _ vith all tI>I thirgs I _

68. U)'Q1 _

T

110 ~

57. I ftEY otten th1nI< I _

Sl. I _

T
T

(aither trao aJ.cchol or c!ru;s)
that I c!cn't """" what I ' . doing'.

58. I otten qet

T

tun.

trao tzyin; to boa _.

II!1y'CIW

tb:7.ty aort

T

to bowen.

tI>I _

JItfBal.f in ill•.

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r

T

r
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Read t:hs follawirq quest10n0 an! circle T (t%ue, or P (falM, I

11. To see

INfferirg

Ix>th!!r • •

T

P

12 . /bOt people ..... better 100Jdrg than I ...

T

7]. II <r-rlet hc:ti>y is

T

r
r
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Appendix B
Brief Description of the Proposed Self-Esteem Project
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Brief Descri pt i on of t he Proposed Self- Esteem Proj ect
Dr . Kim Open shaw and two of his students , layne Benn i on and Diane Stuart,
are conducting a research project focusing on self-esteem .
Self-esteem, as you may know, i s how we feel about ourselves and our
performance in school , home , or at work . Many young adults find i t
difficult to feel good about themselves as they experience changes in their
l i ves and face major decisions . As you may have experienced , low selfesteem effects everything you try to do. Although the notion of self-esteem
i s common knowledge, there rema i ns much to di scover about it's roots and
development. Because of the importance of self-esteem in young adults '
l i ves , this project has been i njt i ated .
This class has been selected to partici pate jn this study dealing with
the conceptualization of self-esteem along with approximately ~ other
junior high, middle school , high school and college students throughout Utah
and southern Idaho .
Participation in th i s study involves completing a Questionnaire
composed of items from several commonly used self-esteem surveys ,
personal i ty measures and a family environment scales in order to understand
what lspects of a pe~son and the i r su~r9unding s are relate~ to self-esteem .
The questionnaire will take approximately 30 minutes to one hour to
complete .
No one will know what answers you put down . The quest i onnaires are
identified only by a number.
If you would like to participate, take a home a parent consent form
which your parents sign indicating their permission for you to participate .
In a few days (or specify date if a time has already been set up) Dr .
Openshaw or one of his students will visit the class to explain more about
the project and give those who are interested questionnaires . You need to
have your parents permission to participate.
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Dear Teachers :
Many parents and teache r s have indicated that one quality they
des i re their students and children to achieve is positive self-esteem .
Feeling positive about him/herself is directly related to how well your
students are able to perform in school or at home and wi ll affect which
future path s your son or daughter may choose to follow . Although the
notion of self-esteem i s common knowledge, there remains much to
di scover about i t's roots and development . Because of the importance
of self-esteem i n young people ' s lives, this project has been
initiated .
Presently, self-esteem i s thought of as a single personal i ty
construct . Some recent research i ndicates, however, that self-esteem
may be mult idimensional ; that is, what is frequently labeled as selfesteem may actually be several different interacting parts of the
personality. We believe this study will help provide a clearer
understanding of what self-esteem is and how it functions in the
personality and enable educators, social scientists and clinicians who
work with adolescents to more accurately guide the development of selfesteem.
Your class has been randomly selected to participate i n a study
dealing with the conceptualization of self-esteem along with
ap~roxjmately 1500 othe~ junior high, ~iddle schoel, h i ~h s~hool and
college students throughout Utah and southern Idaho.
The students in your class is asked to complete a Questionnaire
composed of items from several commonly used self-esteem i nstruments ,
personality measures (e.g., character traits , loneliness , suicidal
thoughts and depression) and family environment scales in order to
understand what aspects of a person and their surroundings are related
to self-esteem. The questionnaire will take approximately 30 minutes
to 1 hour to complete .
In addition, we are asking that the parents of the participating
students fill out a short. two -page demographic form attached to the
student questionnaire .
Participation in this project is voluntary and participants can
choose to discontinue part iCipation at any time. There is no
foreseeable risk associated with your students' participation in this
study. However, some research suggests that individuals already
feeling depressed or who are currently contemplating suicide may
experience an increase in symptoms when exposed to information related
to their disorder (e .g., through the news media, television programs or
questionnaires) . If you notice any changes in your students which are
of concern to you, we encourage you to seek appropriate mental health
inte rvention.
Any information wh ich would identify a particular child, family or
school will be held strictly confidential . Your students' name will
not be associated with his/her answers in any form as the
Questionnaires are i dentified by number . Any reported re sults from
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this study, will be presented as groop
responses.

f.i.n:l.in3s, never as in:lividual

'!he school superintendent ani principal are aware of this proje::t
ani have given their pemission for us to randc:mly sele::t classroans in
the district to ask for s1:l.Ident participation.
Al1:hcl.r;h the analysis of the data will take several m:II'Iths, we
hawY to share a SIlIIIDarY of the f.i.n:1.in3s with arr:t interested
parents or participants. I f you are interested in the results of this
study, write your Il2IIDe ani mailing address in the space provided bela«
ani we will sern you a 0Jf1Y.

will be

Participatim st:Wents are to return the catpleted fonns to you
!!!el!tler of the researdl staff will return ani colle::t the
questionnaires·
tarorrow ani a

May we ~ ~tion in advance far yc.ur ~ of this
If you have arr:t questions abo.It participation, please feel
free to contact us.

proje::t.

~
'-01;:. D.

.

Principal Investigator,
Associate Professor of Family

~ ....... /) . &.....-:-

~~

Diane stuart

rayne D. Bennion
Proje::t DiIector
(801) 753-3578

Research

Assistant
(801) 750-1544

ani HUman DeVelopnent,

Ass=iate DiIector of the
laboratory for hlolesoent Research
(801) 750-1548
Department of Family ani HUman DeVelopnent
utah state university

Logan, utah 84322-2905

Teacher Informed Consent
I have read the above infODatian ani agree

to alia« JJ¥ say'dau;Jhter to

participate in this study.
(signature)
I loII::Ul.d like to receive a SIlIIII!IaZ)' of the researdJ.
Name

Mailing~~~~~---------------------

(Olte)

f.i.n:l.in3s.
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Dear Parent s:
Many parents have indicated that one quality they des ire the i r
child ren to achieve i s positive self-esteem . Feeling pos itive about
him/ herself is directly related t o how well your son or daughter is
able to perform in school or at home and wi ll affect which future paths
your son or daughter may choose to follow. Although the notion of
self-esteem i s common knowledge, there remains much to di scover about
i t's r oots and development . Because of the importance of self-esteem
in young people's lives. this project has been initiated .
Presently , self-esteem is thought of as a single personality
construct. Some recent research indicates, however, that self-esteem
may be mult idimensional ; that i s , what is frequently labeled as selfesteem may actually be several different i nteracting parts of the
personality . We believe this study will help provide a clearer
understand i ng of what self-esteem is and how it functions in the
personal i ty and enable educators, social scientists and cl i nicians who
work with adolescents to more accurately guide the development of self esteem .
Your son or daughter has been randomly selected to participate i n
a study dealing with the conceptualization of self-esteem along with
approximately 1500 other junior high , middle school, high school and
co l leg~ stude~t5 th ~oijghout Utah and south~rn Idaho .
Your student i s asked to complete a Questionnaire composed of
items from several commonly used self-esteem instruments , personality
measures (e .g., character traits , loneliness , suicidal thoughts and
depression) and family environment scales in order to understand what
aspects of a person and their surroundings are related to self-esteem .
The questionnaire will take approximately 30 minutes to 1 hour to
complete . Should you choose to allow your student to participate , we
ask that you encourage hjm/her to fill out the Questionnaire and return
it to his/her teacher tomorrow .
In addit i on, we are aski ng that the parents of the participating
students fill out a short. two-page demographic form attached to the
student Questionnaire.
Participation in this project is voluntary and participants can
choose to discontinue participation at any time . There is no
foreseeable risk associated with your student's participation in this
study . However , some research suggests that individuals already
feeling depressed or who are currently contemplating suicide may
experience an increase in symptoms when exposed to information related
to their di sorder (e . g. , through the news media, television prog r ams or
questionnaire s ) . If you notice any changes in your son or daughter
which are of concern to you , we encourage you to seek appropriate
mental health intervention .
Any i nformat i on which would identify a particular child , family or
sc hool wi ll be held stri ctly confidential.Your son or daughter's name
will not be associated with his / her answers in any form as the
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questionnaires are identified by rn.nnber. /my reported results fran
this study, will be presented as group fin::lin;s, never as in::lividual
responses.
'!he schcol super:inten:l.ent ani principal are aware of this project
ani have given their pennission for us to ranclaIIly select classroc:ms in
the district to ask for student participatico.
Althcu;Jh the analysis of the data will take several mart:hs, we
ham' to share a summary of the fin::lin;s with arrj interested
parents or participants. If yo.I are interested in the results of this
study, write yair name ani mailin;J address in the space provided below
ani we will sem yo.I a ct:If?I.

will be

May we express appreciation in advance for yoJr SIJR)Ort of this
I f yo.I~ arrj questioos about participatial, please feel

=e: .

~
.

y,

/

\

V

/

- -

UuM-

fJ ·

AJ-

~~

fJ- &..---.

Dr. D. . .. ~
layne D. Bennial
Prilcipal InYestigat=,
Project Director
Associate Professor of Family
(801) 753-3578
ani amen Develq:ment,
Associate Director of the
laboratory for J\dolesoent Researdl

Diane St:Ilart

Researdl
Assistant
(801) 750-1544

(801) 750-1548

DepartJnent of Family and amm Develq:ment
tJt:ah state university
Logan, tJt:ah 84322-2905

Parental Inforned 0Jnsent

have read the above infonnation arrl agree to allow
participate in this study.
I

(signature)

JJfj

sal,Idaughter to

(Date)

I would like to receive a summary of the research fin::lin;s.
Name

~in;J~~~~~~--------------------
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Dear Participant:

Many youIXj' peq:>le firo it difficult to feel good about themselves
as they go throogh the dlan;es of growin;J into adults. How we feel
about CAlrselves is called self-esteem. As yru may have experierx:ed, it
is hard to do well \oIhen yru dcn't feel good about ywrself. Be:::ause it
is i.npJrtant to help teenagers develop good feelin;Js about themselves,
we are studyin; self-esteem to better un:lerstani 1oo'Ilat it is.
Specifically, we are lClOkin; at self-esteem in teenagers to see i f
self-esteem is a sin;le part of yoor personality or i f it is actually
cc:up:lSE!d of several. smaller parts of yoor personality.

You have been selected to participate in our st:l!iy about selfesteem with about 1500 cther junior high, middle sdlool, high sdlool
am college stu:lents in utah am southern Idaho.

We would like you to fill out the questionnaires passed out to you
accordi.n:r to hew you feel about yourself. 'Ihe questionnaires will take
30 minutes to about one hour to OC!!!plete.

ParticipatiCl'l in this sbxiv is voluntar{, so yru have the choice
of decidin; Wether yru would like to cx::aplete the inventories. You
may choose not to participate at any tilDe withaIt any negative effects
to yru or your grade. 'lllere are no l<nown risks to you if you
p;uticipate. No Cl'lE< wlil be told ~1lat !I!'lSWe!,-S you t;.!t d""n. only ~
professor, Dr. D. Kim~, in dlal:ge of this project, ani these
world.n;J with hiJn, will see yaIr answers, J::ut they will not I<nc:M the
names of these WhO fill out the questionnaires.
We think this study will help scientists better un:lerstani the
cancept of self-esteem, 1oo'Ilat it means am 1oo'Ilat we can do to help youIXj'
people feel better about themselves as they. develop.

'Ihank yru for helpin; us am sharin; with us yaIr fee1in;Js.

/.o.r........

iJ .

&..-=-

Prircipn-rnvestj' gator

rayne D. Bennion
Project Director

(801) 750-l548

(801) 753-3578

~~
Diane stuart
Research
Assistant
(801) 750-1544

0epar1:ment of Family am ItJman
utah state University
Logan, utah 84322-2905

Devel~

Participant Infonned consent

I have discussed the project with Dr. ~ or one of his
assistants, read the above information am agree to participate in this
study.
(Signature)

(Date)
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Dear Partic i pants :
Many young adults find it difficult to feel good about themselves
as they experience changes in their lives and face major decisions. As
you may have experienced, low self-esteem effects everything you try to
do . Although the notion of self-esteem is common knowledge, there
remains much to discover about it's roots and development. Because of
the importance of self-esteem in young adults' lives. this project has
been initiated.
Presently, self-esteem is thought of as a single personality
construct. Some recent research indicates, however, that self-esteem
may be multidimensional; that is, what is frequently labeled as selfesteem may actually be several different interacting parts of the
personality. We believe this study will help provide a clearer
understanding of what self-esteem is and how it functions in the
personality and enable educators, social scientists and clinicians who
work with adolescents and young adults to more accurately guide the
development of self-esteem .
Your class has been selected to participate in a study dealing
with the conceptualization of self-esteem along with approximately l2QQ
other junior high, middle school, high school and college students
throughout Utah and southern Idaho .
Participation in this study involves completing a Questionnaire
composed of items from several commonly used self-esteem instruments,
personality measures (e . g., character traits, loneliness, suicidal
thoughts and depression) and family environment scales in order to
understand what aspects of a person and their surroundings are related
to self-esteem . Fill out the Questions relating to the family as if
you were living at home. The questionnaire will take approximately 12
minutes to ! hour to complete. Should you choose to participate, we
ask that you fill out the Questionnaire and bring it to the next class
period .
For junior high and high school students that participated, we
asked the parents to fill out the first two pages of demographic
information. Please complete these first two pages yourself as if you
were presently living at home .
Participation in this project is voluntary and participants can
choose to discontinue participation at any time . There is no
foreseeable risk associated with your involvement in this study.
However, some research suggests that individuals already feeling
depressed or who are currently contemplating suicide may experience an
increase in symptoms when exposed to information related to their
disorder (e .g. , through the news media, television programs or
questionnaires). If you notice any changes in yourself, which are of
concern to you, we encourage you to seek appropriate mental health
intervention.
Any information which would identify a particular student, family
or school will be held strictly confidential. Your name will not be
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as sociated with your answers in any form as the questionnaires are
identified by number . Any reported re sults from th is study , will be
pres ented as group finding s, never as individual respon ses .
Although the analys i s of the data will take several months, we
will be happy to share a summary of the findings with any interested
part ic i pants. If you are interested in the results of this study,
write your name and mailing address in the space provided below and we
will send you a copy.
May we express appreciation i n advance for your support of this
project. If you have any questions about participat ion, please feel
f ree to contact us.

(

/~~
~~
Dr . . Kim Openshaw

Uvr'-- j) . ,,<~..:::.- .
Layne D. Bennion
Project Director
(801) 753 -3578

Pri ncipa Investigator,
Associate Professor of Family
and Human Development,
Associate Director of the
Laboratory for Adolescent Research
(801) 750-1548

/'

('.
;-p-<.?o-l I'- ':t........v
Diane Stuart
Research
Assistant
(801) 750 -1544

Department of Family and Human Development
Utah State University
Logan , Utah 84322 - 2905

Participant Informed Consent
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this
study .
(Signature)

(Date)

I would like to receive a summary of the research findings .
Name

Maili-ng~A~dnd-r-es-s-----------------------
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Appendix C
Formula Score Variations
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Ratio

Subtraction-Absolute Value

am and

should not be more

1/ 5= . 2

1-5=4

am and

should not be more

1/ 4=.25

1-4=3

1/ 3= . 33

1-3=2

am and I don't know if
shou 1d be more
am and

should not be more

2/ 5= . 4

2-5=3

am and

should be more

1/ 2= . 5

1-2=1

am and

should not be more

2/ 4=.5

2-4=2

don't know if I am and
should not be more

3/5= . 6

3-5=2

am and I don't know if
should be more

2/ 3= . 67

2-3=1

don't know if I am and
should not be more

3/ 4= . 75

3-4=1

am not and I should not be
more

4/ 5=.8

4- 5=1

am and I should be more

1/1=1

1-1=0

don't know if I am and I don't
know if I should be more

3/ 3=1

3-3=0

am not and
more

should not be
4/ 4=1

4- 4=0

am not and
more

should not be
5/ 5=1

5-5=0

am not and
more

should not be
5/4=1.25

5-4=1

am not and I don't know if
should be more

4/3=1. 33

4-3=1

don' t know if I am and I
should be more

3/ 2=1. 5

3-2 =1

am not and I don't know if
should be more

5/ 3=1.67

5-3=2

am and I should be more

2jl=2

2- 1=1

am not and I should be more

4/ 2=2

4-2=2
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Ratio

Subtraction-Absolute Value

am not and I should be more

5/2=2.5

5-2=3

don't know if I am and
should be more

3J1=3

3-1=2

am not and

should be more

4J1=4

4-1=3

am not and

should be more

5/1=5

5-1=4
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Appendix D
Ratio Frequency Data
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Philosophy Statement
Pos i ti ve- real statement:

I am an attractive person .
(Q ue st ion #87 on the Questionnaire)

Negative-rea l statement:

I am an unattractive person .
(Question #184 on the Questionnaire)

Ideal statement:

I should be more attractive than I am .
(Question #1 16 on the Questionnaire)

Va lu e

Cumulative percent
positive-real

Cumu lative percent
negat i ve-rea 1

7. 6

11.0

.2 5

18.3

33.7

. 33

22.3

44 .2

.4

26 . 2

45. 3

.5

54 . 6

69 .0

.6

55.4

69.1

.67

68 . 6

78 . 3

.7 5

71 . 1

79.7

1.00

89 . 1

93.3

1. 25

89 . 2

93 . 4

1. 33

90 .3

93.8

1.5

95 . 1

97 . 2

1. 67

98.9

97 . 4

2.00

98.9

99 .3

2.5

99 .2

99 . 7

3. 00

99 . 9

99 . 9

5.00

100 . 0

100.0

.2
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Mood Statement
Positive-real statement:

I am basically free of worries and cares.
(Que stion #155 on the Questionnaire)

Nega t ive-real statement :

I worry frequently.
(Question #120 on the Questionnaire)

Ideal statement:

I should worry less than I do.
(Question #118 on the Questionnaire)
Cumulative percent

Value
.2

~ositive-real

Cumulative percent
negative real

.9

2. 7

.25

1.8

4.5

.33

1.9

4.9

.4

3. 1

5.7

.5

10 . 5

18 . 0

.6

1l . 5

18.7

. 67

15 . 5

27 . 2

.75

19.1

28 . 7

.8

20.2

28.8

1.00

42 .8

48.2

1. 25

43 . 5

48 . 5

1. 33

49.5

51.7

1.5

60.1

62 .0

1. 67

60.8

62.2

2.00

82 . 9

84.6

2. 5

88.0

86.8

3.00

90.2

87.4

4. 00

95 . 4

92 . 0

5.00

100.0

100.0

